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ABSTRACT 
M F A L G E B R A S A N D A B I S H O P - S T O N E - W E I E R S T R A S S 
T H E O R E M R E S U L T 
by 
QIHUI LI 
University of New Hampshire, May, 2010 
This dissertation consists of two parts. In the first part, we obtain many new results 
about MF algebras. First, we continue the work on D. Voiculescu's topological free entropy 
dimension Stop ( x i , . . . ,xn) for an n-tuple x = (xi,... ,xn) of elements in a unital C*-
algebra. We also introduce a new invariant that is a C*-algebra analog of the invariant £3 
introduced for von Neumann algebras. Second, we discuss a full amalgamated free product 
of unital MF (and residually finite-dimensional) algebras with amalgamation over a finite-
dimensional C*-subalgebra. Necessary and sufficient conditions are given in this situation. 
In the last chapter, we study the reduced amalgamated free products of C*-algebras, and 
we show that a reduced free product of two full matrix algebras amalgamated over a finite-
dimensional C*-algebra is an MF algebra. 
In the second part of the dissertation, we give an elementary proof of the Bishop-Stone-
Weierstrass theorem for all unital subalgebras of M.2 (C)™ with respect to its pure states. 
We show that the pure-state Bishop hull of a unital subalgebra (not necessarily selfadjoint) 
of M2 (C)n is equal to itself. 








The concept of MF algebras was introduced by Blackadar and Kirchberg in [7]. If a separable 
C*- algebra A can be embedded into FJ Mnk (C) / ^2k Mnk (C) for a sequence of positive 
k 
integers {rik}kxL1, then A is called an MF algebra. Many properties of MF algebras were 
discussed in [7]. For example, it was shown'there that the inductive limit of MF algebras 
is an MF algebra and every subalgebra of an MF algebra is an MF algebra. This class 
of C*-algebras is of interest for many reasons. For example, it plays an important role 
in the classification of C*-algebras and it is connected to the question whether the Ext 
semigroup, in the sense of Brown, Douglas and Fillmore, of a unital C*-algebra is a group 
(see the striking result of Haagerup and Thorbj0rnsen on Ext{C^.{F2)). This notion is also 
closely connected to Voiculescu's topological free entropy dimension for a family of self-
adjoint elements x\, • • • ,xn in a unital C*-algebra A [61]. In the definition of topological 
free entropy dimension, it is required that Voiculescu's norm microstate space of x\, • • • ,xn 
is "eventually" nonempty, which is equivalent to the C*-subalgebra generated by x\, • • • ,xn 
in A being an MF algebra. 
The organization of Part I is as follows. In Chapter 2, we continue the work in [39], [40] 
and [37] on D. Voiculescu's topological free entropy dimension 6top (xi,..., xn) for an n-tuple 
x — (x\,... ,xn) of elements in a unital C*-algebra. We give new equivalent definitions of 
6t0p that are defined for arbitrary tuples instead of self-adjoint ones, and we prove a change 
of variables formula in terms of noncommutative continuous functions defined in [35]. We 
also introduce a new invariant that is a C*-algebra analog of the invariant £3 introduced for 
von Neumann algebras in [36]. Finally, we prove a semicontinuity result for 5top restricted 
2 
to a certain class of tuples, but we show that semicontinuity generally fails. 
In [37], [8] and [24], it has been shown that a free product of unital residually finite-
dimensional (or quasidiagonal, MF) C*-algebras amalgamated over units is residually finite-
dimensional (or quasidiagonal, MF). In Chapter 3, we will discuss a full amalgamated free 
product of unital MF (an residually finite-dimensional) algebras with amalgamation over a 
finite-dimensional C*-subalgebra. Necessary and sufficient conditions will be given. Once 
we prove our main result in this chapter, we will give some examples. 
The reduced free product construction, and more generally the reduced amalgamated 
free product construction for C*-algebras was introduced independently by Voiculescu [62] 
and Avitzour [4]. The concept of amalgamated free product plays an important role in the 
recent study of C*-algebras [44], [21], [22]. In Chapter 4, we shall concentrate on the reduced 
amalgamated free product of two full matrix algebras. We shall show that a reduced free 
product of two full matrix algebras amalgamation over a finite-dimensional C*-algebras is 
an MF algebra. 
3 
Chapter 2 
Topological Free Entropy 
Dimension in C*-Algebras 
2.1 Definitions and Preliminaries 
First, we will recall Voiculescu's definition of the topological free entropy dimension of 
n-tuples of elements in a unital C*-algebra. 
2.1.1 A covering of a set in a metric space 
Suppose (X, d) is a metric space and K is a subset of X. A family of balls in X is called a 
covering of K if the union of these balls includes K and the centers of these balls lie in K. 
2.1.2 Covering numbers in complex matrix algebra Aik (C)n 
Let A^fc(C) be the k x k full matrix algebra with entries in C, and T\. be the normalized 
trace on A^fc(C), i.e., Tk = ^Tr, where TV is the usual trace on .Mfc(C). Let U{k) denote 
the group of all unitary matrices in .MA;(C). Let Jvik{C)n denote the direct sum of n copies 
of Mk(C). Let j M | a ( C ) be the subspace of Mk(C) consisting of all self-adjoint matrices of 
Mk(C). Let (Mska(C))n be the direct sum ( or orthogonal sum) of n copies of Mska(C). 
Let || || be the operator norm on M.k (C)n denned by 
||(A1>...>An)|| = max{p 1 | | > . . . , | |A n | | } 
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for all (A\,... ,An) in Mk ( C ) n . Let ||-||Tr denote the usual trace norm induced by Tr on 
Mk (C)", i.e., 
|| ( A i , . . . , A n ) | | r r = ^/Tr(AlA1) + ... + Tv(A*nAn) 
for all (Ai,..., An) in Mk (C)n . Let ||-||2 denote the trace norm induced by r*. on Mk (C)n , 
i.e., 
\\(AU ..., An)\\2 =• ^Tk(A*1A1) + ... + Tk(A*nAn) 
iov all (Au...,An) in Mk(C)n. 
For every iv > 0, we define the w-| |- | |-ballBall(Bi,. . . ,Bn;uj, ||-||) centered at (B\,... ,Bn) 
in Mk (C)n to be the subset of Mk (C)n consisting of all (Ai,..., An) in Mk (C)n such that 
\\(A1,...,An)-(B1,...,Bn)\\<uJ. 
Definition 2.1.1 Suppose that ^2 is a subset of Mk (C)" . We define I'ooCX}'^) ^° ^e ^ e 
minimal number o/w-||-||-6aWs that form a covering of ^ in Affc (C)n . 
For every a; > 0, we define the w-||- | |2-ball5aii (Bi,... ,Bn;uj, ||-||2) centered at (B\,... ,Bn) 
in Mk (C)n to be the subset of Mk (C)n consisting of all ( A i , . . . , An) in .Mfc (C)n such that 
| | ( i 4 i , . . . > i 4 n ) - ( B i l . . . , B B ) | | 2 < w . 
Defini t ion 2.1.2 Suppose that ^ is a subset of Mk(C)n .We define f2(X^ w ) *° ^e ^ e 
minimal number o/w-||-||2-6a//s that form a covering of ^2 in Mk (C) n 
2.1.3 Unitary orbits of balls in Mk(C)n 
For every OJ > 0, we define the w-or&zi-||-||-ball U{B\,..., Bn;u>) centered at {B\,..., Bn) in 
Mk(C)n to be the subset of Mk{C)n consisting of all (Ai,.. .,An) in (Mk(C))n such that 
there exists some unitary matrix W in U{k) satisfying 
\\(Al,...,An)-(WBiW*,...,WBnW)\\<cj. 
Defini t ion 2.1.3 Suppose that ^2 i-s a subset of Mk{C)n. We define 0oo(]C)w) t° be the 
minimal number of co-orbit-\\-\\-balls that form a covering of ^2 *n Mk(C)n. 
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For every a; > 0, we define the u>-orbit-\\-\\2-haiiU(Bi,... Bn\ui, ||-||2) centered at (B\,... ,Bn) 
in (jWfc(C))" to be the subset of Mk(C)n consisting of all (Ai,..., An) in Mk(C)n such 
that there exists some unitary matrix W in U(k) satisfying 
\\(AU ...,An)~ (WBtW*,..., WBnW*)\\2 < u. 
Defini t ion 2.1.4 Suppose that ^ is a subset o/A^jt(C)n . We define o 2 ( ^ , w) to be the 
minimal number of cj-orbit-\\-\\2-balls that form a covering of ^2 in A/ffe(C)n. 
2.1.4 Noncommutat ive polynomials 
In this article, we assume that all C*-algebras are unital C*-algebras. We use the notation 
C*(a;i, £2, • • •) to denote the unital C*-algebra generated by {x\, x2 , • • • } • Let C ( X i , . . . , X n ) 
be the set of all noncommutative polynomials in the indeterminates X i , . . . , X n . Let 
C Q = Q + iQ denote the complex-rational numbers, i.e., the numbers whose real and imagi-
nary parts are rational. Then the set C Q ( X I , . . . , X n ) of noncommutative polynomials with 
complex-rational coefficients is countable. Throughout this paper we write 
c(x1,x2,-..) = u~=1c(x1,x2,.--xm) 
and 
C Q ( X I , X 2 , - - - > = U ~ = 1 C Q ( X i , X 2 , - - - X m ) . 
Let { P r } ^ ^ be an enumeration of all noncommutative polynomials in C Q ( X I , X 2 , • • •) 
with rational complex coefficients. 
2.1.5 Voiculescu's Norm-microstates Space 
For all integers r ,k > 1, real numbers R,e > 0 and noncommutative polynomials P\,... ,Pr, 
we define 
R \ x l : • • • 1 xni Vli • • • 1 Vm\ K> £•> •» 1 ) • • •
 ; "r) 
to be the subset of Mska(C)n+m consisting of all elements 




| | | P i ( A i , . . . , An, Bu ..., Bm)\\ - \\Pj(xu ...,xn,Vl,.. .,ym\\\ < e, VI < j < r. 
Remark 2.1.1 In the original definition of norm-micro states space in [61], the parameter 
R was not introduced. Note the following observation: Let 
R > maxdlxxH , | | x 2 | | , . . . , | |x n | | , | | j / i | | , . . . , | |ym | |} . 
When r is large enough and e is small enough, 
R \xl> • • • y xn, Vl, • • • ; Vrri'i k, £,P\, . . . , Pr) = J- oo \xi.i • • • i xn, Vl, • • • jZ/ml k, £, P\% . . . , Pr) 
for all k > 1. Our definition agrees with the one in [61] for large R,r and small e. 
Define the norm-microstates space of x i , . . . , xn in the presence of j / i , . . . , ym, denoted 
by 
R (xl> • • • i xn '• V\i • • • i Vrn't k,e, Pi, • • • , Pr) 
as the projection of T^ ( x i , . . . ,xn,y\,... ,ym; k,e,Pi,... ,PT) onto the space (Ms^a(C))n 
via the mapping 
(Ai,...,An,Bi,...,Bm) -* (Ai,...,An). 
2 .1 .6 V o i c u l e s c u ' s t o p o l o g i c a l free e n t r o p y d i m e n s i o n 6top 
Define 
^oo(Ijf p ) ( x i , . . . ,xn : yi,... ,ym;k,e,P1,..., Pr), u) 
to be the covering number of the set TRop (x\, ...,xn:yi,..., ym\ k,e,P\,..., Pr) by u>-||-||-
balls in the metric space (_M| a(C))n equipped with operator norm. 
log (vooir^ixi, ...,xn:yi,--- ,ym; k, e, Pi,..., Pr),oj)J 
Defini t ion 2.1.5 Define 
<5top(xi, . . . , xn : yi,- •• ,ym;u>) 
— sup inf lim sup . 
R>0e>0,rm k^cc -AH logW 
The topological free entropy dimension of x\,..., xn in the presence of y\,..., ym is 
defined by 
Stop(xi,.--,xn : 3 /1 , . . . , j / m ) = limsup Stop(xi,... ,xn : ylt... ,ym;u). 
W-.0+ 
Remark 2.1.2 It is clear from the definition that the supremum over R > 0 is unnecessary. 
In fact, 
log (UOO^R^HXI, ...,xn;k,e,Pu..., Pr), u)j 
&t<m{xi,..., xn) = limsup inf limsup pj -
w_0+ £>0,r£N *._«, -AH logo-
whenever R > max{| |a: i | | , . . . , | | x n | | } , and 
$top(xi,---, xn : y i , . . . ,2/m) = 
log ( ^ ( r ^ O c i , . . . , xn : j / i , . . . , ym; k, e, Pi,..., Pr),u)) 
lim sup inf lim sup -~- — 
w->o+ e>o,reN fc^oo -AH logo* 
whenever R > max{ | | x i | | , . . . , ||a;n||, II2/1II, • • •, ||2/m||}- This is because when e is sufficiently 
small and r is sufficiently large the conditions involving R are automatically satisfied. 
Remark 2.1.3 By Proposition 5.1.2 in [38], 
$top(xi,..., xn • 2/1, • • •, 2/m) = 
lim sup inf lim sup 
log ^(T^'ixi,... ,xn : yi,... ,ym;k,e,Pi,...,Pr),LJ)J 
„0+ e>0,r€N k^oo -AH log W 
2.1.7 Blackadar and Kirchberg's MF Algebras 
We will recall an equivalent definition of MF algebras and some basic properties. Let us fix 
notation first. We assume that ri is a separable complex Hilbert space and B{Ti) is the set 
of all bounded operators on W. Suppose {x, x^f^-i is a family of elements in B(H). We say 
Xk —* x in *-SOT (*-strong operator topology) if and only if Xk —* x in SOT and x*k —• x* 
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in SOT. Suppose {x\,..., xn} and {x\ ,... ,xh }^i are families of elements in B(H). We 
say 
(x[ ',... ,xffi) —• (xi,... ,xn), in * -SOT, as k —• oo 
if and only if 
(k) 
x\ —> Xi in * —SOT, as k —> oo, V 1 < i < n. 
Suppose A is a separable unital C*-algebra on a Hilbert space Ti. Let Ti00 — ®N~H, and, 
for any x € A, let x°° be the element ®^x = (x,x,x,...) in F L e N ^ ^ c B(H°°), where 
A^ is the fc-th copy of A. 
Suppose {_Mfcn(C)}£l x is a sequence of complex matrix algebras. We introduce the 
C*-direct product Y[™=i Mkrn(C) of {-Mfcn(C)}~=1 as follows: 
[ ] Mkn(C) = {(y„)r=i I V n > 1, Yn e Mkn{C) and | | (F n)~= 1 | | = sup | | r n | | < oo}. 
n = l n ^ 1 
Furthermore, we can introduce a norm-closed two sided ideal in flnLi -Mkn(£) as follows: 
oo f oo ^ 
E ^ " ( C ) = { (F")-l € II MM •• J ^ \\Yn\\ = 0 [ . 
71=1 I T l = l " _ > 0 ° J 
OO 
Let -K be the quotient map from n^Li A4*„(C) to f j ^ i Mfc„(C)/ £ M t n ( C ) . Then 
n = l 
oo oo 
n = l n = l 
is a unital C*-algebra. If we denote n ((Yn)™=1) by [ ( y n ) J , then 
| |[(yn)n]| | = i imsup | |y n | | . 
n—>oo 
Now we are ready to recall an equivalent definition of MF algebras given by Blackadar and 
Kirchberg [7]. 
Definition 2.1.6 (Theorem 3.2.2, [7]) Let A be a separable C*-algebra. If A can be em-
oo 
bedded as a C*-subalgebra o / n « = i •MfcnO^-)/ £ •Mjfc„(<C) for a sequence {kn}'^Ll of integers, 
n = l 
then A is called an MF algebra. 
In the definitions of 6top (%i, • • • ,xn), where {x\,... ,xn} is a set of self-adjoint generators 
of a unital C*-algebra A, it is necessary that a suitable number of the topological I^op-sets 
are nonempty. More precisely, for every family {Pr}™=i of noncommutative polynomials in 
C Q { X I , . . . , Xn) with rational coefficients and R > max{ | |x i | | , . . . , | |a;n | |}, r > 0, and e > 0, 
there is a sequence of positive integers k\ < /c2 < • • • such that 
r A (xi,... ,xn; ks,e, Pi,..., Pr) ^ 0 , V s > 1. 
It turns out that this property is equivalent to A being an MF algebra in the sense of Black-
adar and Kirchberg [7], i.e., there is a unital embedding from A into JTfc -Mnk (C)/ £3 -^nk (C) 
for a sequence {nic}'^Ll of positive integers. The next proposition follows immediately from 
Theorem 3.2.2 in [7] and Lemma 5.4.3 in [39]. 
Proposi t ion 2.1.1 Suppose that A is a unital C*-algebra generated by a set {x\,... ,xn} 
of self-adjoint elements. The following are equivalent: 
1. Stop (^l) • • •, xn) is defined. 
2. A is an MF algebra. 
(k) (k) 
3. There are a sequence of positive integers {wifc}J^-i and self-adjoint matrices A-^ , . . . , An 
in Msmak{C) for k = 1,2,.. . , such that, V P € C<A"i,... , Xn), 
]im\\P(A(f\...,AW)\\ = \\P(x1,...,xn)\\, 
K—KX> 
where C ( X i , . . . ,Xn) is the set of all noncommutative polynomials in the indetermi-
nants X\,... ,Xn. 
In view of the preceding proposition, we should talk about 8top {x\,... ,xn) only when 
the unital C*-algebra A generated by MF algebra. 
The examples of MF algebras contain all finite dimensional C*-algebras, AF (approxi-
mately finite dimensional) algebras and quasidiagonal C*-algebras. In [32], Haagerup and 
Thorbj^rnsen showed that C* (Fn) is an MF algebra for n > 2. For more examples of MF 
algebras, we refer the reader to [7] and [41] 
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2.2 New Definitions of J t op 
In [61], [39], [37] and [40] the topological free entropy dimension was defined for an n-tuple 
x = (xi,... ,xn) of selfadjoint elements in a unital C*-algebra. Following [19] we extend 
this definition to arbitrary (nonselfadjoint) tuples. For n free variables t\,...,tn, we let 
P Q (t\,..., tn) denote the unital *-algebra of ^-polynomials in t\,..., tn whose coefficients 
are in Q + iQ (the complex-rational numbers). Since P Q (t\,... ,tn) is countable, we can 
write it as {pi,P2,P3, • • •} • Now we define, for r, k € N, e > 0 
r t o p ((a?!, ...,xn;pi,...,pr,e, k)) 
= {(A1,A2,...,An)e(Mk(C))n:\\\Pi(A)\\-\\pi(x)\\\<e, VI < i < r } 
and define 
<• i x ,. • t v log(v00(Ttop((xi,...,xn;p1,...,pr,e,k),u>)) dtop (xi,...,xn) = limsup inf hmsup - r - —. 
U-+0+ £>0,r£N+ fc^oo -k^lOgUJ 
For each j G { 1 , 2 , . . . , n} there is an rj 6 N such that tj — t*- = pTj. From this it is easy 
to see that when Xj = x*- for 1 < j < n, this new definition agrees with the original one in 
[61]. 
We now want to extend the definition in different ways. More precisely, we will give a 
few equivalent definitions. First, for each positive integer N, define P/v {ti,..., tn) to be the 
set of all *-polynomial p in P Q (*I, . . . , tn) of degree at most N and whose coefficients have 




to be the set of all (ai,...,an) € Mk (C)n such that | | |p(x)| | — | |p(o)| | | < e for every 
*-polynomial p E PAT (ti,...,tn). 
2.2.1 Noncommutat ive continuous functions 
The algebra of noncommutative continuous functions of n variables was introduced and 
studied in [35] Basically it is the metric completion of the algebra of *-polynomials with 
11 
respect to a family of seminorms. There is a functional calculus for these functions on any 
n-tuple of operators on any Hilbert space. Here is a list of the basic properties of these 
functions [35]: 
1. For each such function ip there is a sequence {pn} of noncommutative *-polynomials 
such that, for every tuple ( T i , . . . ,Tn), we have 
\\pn(T1,...,Tn)-<p(T1,...,Tn)\\^0, 
and the convergence is uniform on bounded n-tuples of operators. 
2. For any tuple ( T i , . . . , Tn), C*(Ti , . . . ,Tn) is the set of all <p(Ti,..., Tn) with <p a 
noncommutative continuous function. 
3. For any n-tuple (A\,..., An) and any S € C* (A\,..., An), there is a noncommutative 
continuous function <p such that S = tp ( A i , . . . , An) and ||</? (T\,... ,Tn)\\ < \\S\\ for 
all n-tuples (Ti,... ,Tn). 
4. If T\,..., Tn are elements of a unital C*-algebra A and TV : A —> B is a unital *-
homomorphism, then 
7T (cp ( T i , . . . , r„ ) ) = tp (TT ( T I ) , . . . , vr (Tn)) 
for every noncommutative continuous function. 
If T is a finite set of noncommutative continuous functions in n variables, k € N, and 
£ > 0, we define r t o p ( x i , . . . ,xn; .F/e, k) to be the set of all (<n,...,an) £ Mk (C)n such 
that \\\<p (x)\\ - \\<p (a)| | | < e for every <p e T. 
2 .2 .2 E q u i v a l e n t D e f i n i t i o n s of 5 t0p 
Lemma 2.2.1 £^ac/i of the following is equal to 5top {%i, • • •, xn) 
1 . . • , , . log(i/0o(r t°P(xi, . . . ,a:„;W1e )fc),w)) 
1. limsup mi hmsup—*•—^ nn 
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2. limsup inf l imsup ^ °°^—-fcs'i J" ' '—L"> w n e r e T ranges over all finite sets of 
W-.0+ F,e>0 fc^oo o g u ; 
noncommutative continuous functions of n variables. 
Proof. (1) For given N € N and 0 < e < 1, there is an integer ro such that, for every 
p E PJV(£I, t2, •••,tn) and every n-tuple T — ( 7 \ , . . . , Tn) with T < \\~x\\ + 1, there is an 
integer j with 1 < j < ro such that 
p(f)-Pj(T) <e. 
Hence, for every e > 0 and A — {A\, - • • , An) € r t o p {x\,..., xn; p\,..., pro, e, k), we have 
p(A)\\ - ||pO?)ll I < I \\p(A)\\ - \\pj(A)\\ | + | I ^ A ) ! - ||Pi(-?)|| | + | ||p,-C?) -p(aO|| 
< 3 s . 
It follows that 
r t oP (xu . . . , x n ; P l , . . . ,Pro,e,k) C T t op ( x i , . . . , x n ; JV,3e,/=) 
It is clear that 
r t o p (xx, ... ,xn;N,e,k) C r t o p (xu ... , x „ ; P l , ... ,pr,e, k) 
for some r. Hence 
<$top (xi,...,xn) = limsup inf limsup 
w ^ 0 + WeN,e>0 k^OQ 
log (i/oo ( r t o p (xu.. .,xn;N,e,k) ,u;)) 
—k2 log u> 
(2) For a given finite subset T of noncommutative continuous functions of n variables 
and 1 < e < 0, there is an integer ro such that , for every ip 6 J-, there is an inte-
ger j € {1 , -"" ! r } such that sup <p(T) —pj(T) < e. Hence, for every A € 
l|T||<||^||+l 
T t op ( x i , . . . ,xn;pi, ...,pro,e,k) ,we have 
<p(X)\\- \\<p(-x*)\\ | 
< | \\<p(A)\\ - \\Pj(X)\\1 + | \\Pj(A)\\ - 11^(^)111 + 111^0?) - <p&)\\ | 
<3e 
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where x — (xi, X2, • • • , xn). It follows that 
rtoP (xu . . . ,xn;Pl,... ,pr,e, k) C r to? ( x i , . . . ,xn;F,3e, k). 
On the other hand, for any finite subset {pi,... ,pr} of polynomials, there is a finite subset 
T which contains pi,...,pr- By the definition of r t o p , we have 
TtoP ((Xl,... ,xn;F,e,k)) cTtop (xu ... ,xn;Pl,... ,pr,e,k) 
From the definition of 5top, we conclude that 
^toP (#1, • • • ,xn) = limsup inf limsup 
^ - • 0 + ^ . e > 0 fc-*oo 
log K o (r t pP ( ( J I , . . . .xni^ .e . fc)) ,<*>)) 
—&2logw 
2.3 Change of Variables 
Theorem 2.3.1 Suppose x\,..., xn, y\,..., ym are elements of a unital C*-algebra A and 
tpi,..., ipm are noncommutative continuous functionsin n variables. Suppose also that 
1- Vj = <Pj (x l i • • •»xn) for 1 < j < m, 
2. (Vi (a ) , • • •. <Pm (a)) ~ (<Pi(b), • • •, fm(b) < M a — b for some fixed M > 0 and 
all operator n-tuples a = (a\,--- ,an),b — (6i,--- ,bn) with their norm less than 
l + IKx!,...,^)!!. 
3. xi,...,xnE C* (yi,...,ym). 
Then 
Stop (xi,...-,xn) > 6toP(yi,.-.,ym) • 
Proof. Let ~yQ = (yi,...,ym), <P = (<Pi,<f2> • • • >Vn)> a n d ^ o = (xi,...,xn). Given e € 
(0,1) and an integer No, by the fact that x\,... ,xn E C* {y\,...,ym), we can find an integer 
Ni such that there is a polynomial n-tuple p = (pi,P2, • • • ,Pn) satisfying pi,P2, • • • ,Pn S 
PNl and ||"z*o -P0A>) | | < 2(JVb+i)Ag'(||xo||+i)A'o • I f w e t a k e N > NiN<>> t h e n ' f o r e v e r y 
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V 6 r t op(Vo;-/V, f , ^ ) and h — (hi,--- ,hn) with hi € P/v0 for every i £ .{1, • • • , n } , we 
have 
Hence 
11|(hi opCy > ) , . - - , ^nop (V) ) | | - \\(hi(~xo),...,hn(~x0)\\ | 
< I \\(hiop(if),... , / i n oPCit))\\ - \\(hi opCy0),... ,hn op(Vo)) | | 
+ \\(hi °p(yo), • • •, hn °p(~yo))\\ - \\(hi(x0),..., hn(lco)\\ | 
< \ + (No + l)JVo2((||P(Tfo)ll + 1)N° - (H^oll + 1)"°) 
< \ + (No + l)N$(\\xQ\\ + 1)^(11^(^0)11 ~ ll^oll) 
~ 2 2 
p(r t oP(Vo; N, ±,K)) C r t oPO?o; No, e, K). 
Since (p1,...,(pm are noncommutative continuous functions, there is an integer N2 such 
that there is a polynomial m-tuple q — (#1,(72, • • • , Qm) satisfying qi e F^/2 for each i and 
sup q(T) - <p(T) < § . Let w > 0. Suppose that N > max {N0Ni,NoN2} • Let 
||T||<||l?o||+l 
d = W o o ^ P C ? ; JV0| § , # ) , 4 ^ ) . Then there is a family { 2 i , A 2 , . . . , Z * } i n ^ C ^ i v , f . / r ) 
such that 
i=d 
p(rt°P(^o;JV,|,A') c I j B a H ^ X ) ; ^ . ! 
j = l 
For an element .4 = (Ai , - - - ,A m ) € r t o p ( V 0 ; N, § , # ) , we have g(p(jl)) - <p(p(A)) < ^-
— 16 
since P M ) < H^oll + 1- It follows that 
II Vo - tf(p(Vo))|| < II Vo - </>(P(VO))|| + HVCPCITO)) ~ g(p(Vo))| | 
< HvC^o)-v(p(yo))||'+jg 
< M - + TTT-2(iV0 + i)Ar3(||X0|| + i)iVo i 6 -
Let eo = fg/ [2(Jv0+i)4fll*o||+i)"° + s] ' I f W e s u P P ° s e t h a t ° < £ < £o, then 
M- + l < ^ -2(JV0 + l)iV03(||x0|| + l)N° ' 2 - 1 6 
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This implies that 
w \\~yo -q(p{yo))\\ <-z 
It follows that A-q(p(A)) < ^ since A - q(p(A))\\ - | |Vo - «(p("y o))|| I < f • Hence 
A - <p(p(A))\\ <\\A- q(p(A))\\ + \\q(p(A)) - MA)) 
< 
bJ 
We also have \\<p(p(A)) - <p(p(Ai))\\ < M \\p{A) -p(Ai)\\ < %. Therefore 
A-tpWAiM < \\A-<p(p(A))\\ + \Up{A)) -<p{p(Ai)) < w. 
So it follows that ^oo(r t o p (V;N, i,K),u) < ^ ( ^ ( ^ i V o ^ . ^ ) , JTT)- Now it is easy to 
see 
Stop (xi,...,xn) > St0p ( j / i , • • • , ym) • 
Remark 2.3.1 Changing the definition to include nonselfadjoint tuples is mostly a matter 
of convenience, since Theorem 2.3.1 shows that 
Stop (xi,...,xn) = 5top (Re xi,lmxi,... ,Rexn,Imxn) • 
We could also restrict ourselves to unitary elements, since, when x\,... ,xn are selfadjoint 
with norm less than w, we have 
Stop(xi,...,xn) = Stop (elXl,...,etXn). 
Corollary 2.3.1 If A is a finite-dimensional C*-algebra, then Stop (xi< • • •, xn) — Stop (j/i,. • •, ym) 
for all families {x\,..., xn} and {yi,..., ym} of generating sets of A. 
Remark 2.3.2 In [40], an exact formula of Stop for finite-dimensional or commutative 
C*-algebra A is given by J. Shen and D. Hadwin. 
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2 . 4 ^topl/2 
We extend the definition of <5t0p even further by defining a new invariant whose domain of 
definition is larger than that of <5top but agrees with <5top when it is defined. 
Definition 2.4.1 T^p (xi,... ,xn;pi,... ,pr,e,k) is the set of all (a{,... ,an) € M.k (C)n 
such that 
lbi(5)||<lbi(£)||+e 
for 1 < j < r . We define F^p (x\,..., xn; N, e, k) and T°p ( x i , . . . , x n ; J-, e, k) for a positive 
integer N and a finite set J- of noncommutative continuous functions in n variables. 
We define 5topl/2 ( x i , . . . , xn) to be 
log f/^ oo (r i o p ( ( x i , . . . , x „ ; p i , . . . ,pr, e, k)), u>J J 
lim sup inf lim sup -=- — 
w^0+ r€N,e>0 £_„„ - fc^ logo; 
Remark 2.4.1 It is easy to see that if Stop is replaced with 8topl/s and Ttop is replaced with 
r_!p, Lemma 2.2.1 remains true. 
Theorem 2.4.1 Stopl/2 (x\,... ,xn) = Stop (xi,... ,x„) whenever Stop (x1,... ,xn) is de-
fined. 
Proof. Suppose e > 0 and N € N. Since (5top ( x i , . . . , x„) is defined, there is a ko e N and 
an AQ E r t o p (x; N, e, kQ) such that for every k e N, 
{ A O ® B : 5 6 rl_op (x; N, e, k)} C r t o p (x; N,e,k + k0). 
It easily follows that #topi/2 (xi > xn) < <^ top (xi, • • • > xn) • The reverse inequality is obvi-
ous since 
TtoP (x; N, e, k) C rL°p (x ; N, e, k0). 
Hence <5topl/2 ( x i , . . . , x n ) = Stop ( x i , . . . , xn) u 
From now on we could use #topi/2 instead of (5top-
The following result simplifies some of the lower bound estimates in [39] and [40]. 
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Corollary 2.4.1 
6topl/2(xl,---,Xn) > S\ip {6topl/g(TT (xi) , . . . ,TT (xn)) : IT € Rep (C* ( x i , . . . , I n ) ) } . 
Proof. This is obvious since T^ (n (x); N, e, k) C T^9 (x; N, e,k). • 
Theorem 2.4.2 Suppose A and B are a finitely generated unital C*-algebras and B has 
a one-dimensional representation p. If x\,..., xn generates a tensor product A ®v B with 
respect to some C*-tensor norm <p, then there are generators y\,... ,yn for A such that 
$topl/2 (xi,...,Xn)> Stopl/2 (3/1, • • • , Vn) • 
Proof. Let 7r be the *-homomorphism from A ®^ B to A <8> C = A induced by id^\ <g) p. 
Then, by Corollary 2.4.1, 
^topi /2 (xi,-..,Xn)> ^ topl /2 {^ (xl) , • • • •> 1" {Xn)) • 
U 
Corollary 2.4.2 IfC* ( x i , . . . , xn) is infinite-dimensional and residually finite-dimensional, 
then 5t0p (xi,... ,xn) > 1. 
Proof. Since C* ( x i , . . . ,xn) is residually finite-dimensional, there is a sequence {ps} of 
finite-dimensional irreducible representations whose direct sum is injective on C* (x\,..., xn). 
Since C* {x\,..., xn) is infinite-dimensional, there is an infinite subsequence {pSk } , no two 
of which are unitarily equivalent. Let 7rm = pSl © • • - © pSm for m > 1. Then, by [18], 
Km ( C * ( X i , . . . , Xn)) = psi (C* ( X i , . . . , X n ) ) © • • • © pSm (C* (Xl, . . . , Xn)) . 
Thus 
m < dim7rm (C* ( x j , . . . ,x„)) < oo 
always holds, so, by [39], 
<$top ( f t n ( ^ l ) , • • • i Km {xn)) > 1 
m 
for every m g N . The desired conclusion now follows from Corollary 2.4.1. • 
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Corollary 2.4.3 If C* {x\,... ,xn) is infinite-dimensional and nuclear residually finite-
dimensional, then 5top (%i, • • •,^n) = 1-
Proof. By Theorem 3.1 in [37], we have that Stop (%i,- • • , xn) < 1. Hence Stop (xi, - • • , xn) = 
1 by Corollary 2.4.2. • 
Remark 2.4.2 If A is a nuclear and infinite-dimensional RFD algebra, then 5top (A) = 1. 
Example 2.4.1 Suppose S is the unilateral shift operator. Since 1 — S*S — 0, if A € 
T^p (S, N,e,k) and N > 2 and A = U{A*A)* with U unitary, we have 
\\U - A\\ = \U ( l - (A*A)l>) || < ||1 - (A*A)\\ < 
\\l-S*S\\+e = e. 
This means that, when e < | , 
| | l - ^ l < 2 e , 
so 
|||1 - AA*\\ - ||1 - 55* | | | > 1 - 2e > e. 
Thus Ttop (5 ; N, e, k) — 0 when N > 2 and e < | and fc G N. /fence 5 t o p (5) is undefined. 
But 5 is unitary in the Calkin algebra and the essential spectrum of S is the unit circle. 
The preceding corollary implies that, ifV is a unitary operator whose spectrum is the unit 
circle, then Stop (V) < Stopi/2(S), so 5t0pi/2(S) ^ 1-^ *s n°t hard (using the computation 
\\A — U\\ < e above) to show that, for every eo > 0, and 2 < N € N, there is an e\ > 0 such 





This implies 6topi/2 (5) < Stop {V) = 1. Hence Stopl/g (5) = 1. 
Remark 2.4.3 Let C* (5) denote the Toeplitz algebra where S is the unilateral shift oper-
ator. In [7], B. Blackadar and E. Kirchberg shows that every MF algebra is stable finite. 
This implies that the Toeplitz algebra is not MF since the Toeplitz algebra is not stable finite. 
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From the above argument in Example 2.4-1, we get this conclusion again by showing Stop (S) 
is undefined. 
In the von Neumann algebra version of free entropy dimension, we know (see [46] and 
[19]) that 
6(xi,...,xn) > sup (5(x) : x <E\V* (xi,..., xn)). 
The preceding example shows that this is not true in the C*-version of free entropy dimen-
sion. It seems that finite-dimensional subalgebras with no commutative summands will play 
the role of selfadjoint elements. 
2.5 A new invariant 
In [38], a new free entropy invariant for finite von Neumann algebras, ^ was denned as 
B , x • r v log (o2 ( r (xu ..., xn; N, g, k),ui)) 8.2 (xi,... ,xn) = sup inf hmsup -=- . 
0< U <lKN,E>0 fe^oo -k^logU) 
In [36], an invariant £3 = 00^2 (where 00 • 0 = 0) was shown to be independent of the 
generating set and the definition was extended to arbitrary generating sets of arbitrary 
(nonseparably acting) finite von Neumann algebras. We define a C*-algebra version ^ 3 o p 
for C*-algebras and show that this invariant has many of the same nice properties as £3. 
For a tuple (xi,..., xn) from a unital C*-algebra we define &£p ( # i , . . . , xn) = 
log (o2 (ro°p ( (x i , . . . , i n ; N, e, k)),uj J 
CO sup inf l imsup-
0<o,<lWeN,e>0 fc^oo -k'lOgUI 
Similarly, we define ^ 3 ° p (x\,..., xn : yi,... ym) in the obvious way. For any subset Q of 
C*-algebra ,4,denne 
e top (xi,...,xn : Q) = inf j j ? 3 o p ( a : i , . . . , x n : yu ... ,ym) : yu ... ,ym 6 £ J , 
and we define 
4op(G)= sup inf tf°P(E:F). 
ECQ Fcg 
E is finiteF is finite 
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T h e o r e m 2 .5 .1 Stop (x) < 1 + 8%' (x) 
Proof. It it obvious that this inequality is true when ^ 3 o p (x) — oo. Therefore we only need 
to show that the statement is true when £3°p (x) — 0. Let d = o2 I F^p (x\,..., xn\ N, e, k), u> J 
where N,k € N,e G (0,1),u> > 0 and R = max{| |a;i | | , • • • , | |x„| |} + 1. Then there are 
d 
~AU ~A2,...,~Ade r £ p (Xl,.. .,xn;N,e,k) such that r £ p (xu... ,xn] N,e, k) C \J U(XJ;U, ||-||2) 
and Ai < R. We can also choose {ui : i 6 A} C U(k) such that , for any u E U(k), there 
is Ui € {ui : i 6 A} satisfying \\u — Ui\\ < ^ and cardinality of A less than {—• • R)k . 
Therefore, for any B & T^p ( x i , . . . , xn\ N, e, k), we can find j and i such that 
B -U*AjUi < B -U*AjU + U'AjU-UfAjUi 
<u + U*AjU-U*AjUi + U*AjUi-U*AjUi 
< w + 2 ||C7i - tf ||j 
< u + 2R • — < 2u 
R 
It follows that 
v2 ( r £ p (Xl, . . . , x„; JV, e, k), 2w) < o2 ( r £ p (X; TV, e> A:m), w) ( ^ • i?) fc
2 
Therefore we have 
l o g ( ^ 2 ( r ^ p ( ( x 1 , . . . , x n ; / V , e , / ; ) ) , w J J log(97rei?) l o § (°2 ( r j T i(xU • • • ,xn;N,e, k)) ,wJJ 
—A;2 log a; — —A;2 log a; —A;2 logo; 
So, by Remark 2.1.2, we know Stop (x) < 1. Therefore 5top (x) < 1 + &fp (x) as desired. • 
The following results are taken from [36] and all the proofs carry over directly. 
T h e o r e m 2.5.2 Suppose A is a C*-algebra for which &toj>i/2 is'defined. The following are 
equivalent: 
1. 4°P(A)=0; 
2. Ifxi,... ,xn € A, then there existyi,... ,yt € A such thatM.^p(xi,... ,xn : y\,... ,yt) = 
0; 
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3. For any generating set Q of A, &$V{G) — 0; 
4- Suppose Q is a generating set of A, and AQ is a finite subset of Q, then for any finite 
subset A with AQ C A C Q, there exists a finite subset B of Q so that M.^P(A : B) — 0; 
5. There is an increasing directed family {Ai : i S A} of C*- subalgebras of A such that 
(a) each Ai is countably generated; 
(b) 4op(Ai)=0; 
(c) ^ = UeA^i-
P r o p o s i t i o n 2.5.1 Suppose A and B are unital C*-algebra and n G N. Then 
1. 4°" C-4 ® Mn (C)) = < p (A), 
2. < p (A 0 B) < < p (A) + 4°p (B), and 
3. £3°p (A) = 0 whenever A is a unital commutative C*-algebra. 
Proof. (1) For given e,k,u> > 0 with e < ui < 1 and R = max{| |a;i | | , • • • , | |:rs | |} + 1, 
let d — 02 ( r^ p (x i ,X2 , . . . ,xs;N,e,k),uj). Then we can find a family {hi, hi,..., h d} Q 
r ^ p ( x i , X 2 , . . . ,xs;N,s,k) such that 
d 
r^p(:Ei,:r2,...,2^; j\r,e,fc)c(Jw(fci,w,|H|2) 
where h i = (/i^i, hi^, • •., h[iS). Suppose that {ey}™ • 1 is a system of matrix units of A4n (C) 
and 
(«i, «2, • • •, as, {F,j }"j=1) 
1 < / < S 
Since 
/.A ® e»j - ( / A ® eji)* = 0 
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and 
we have that 
(xi ® lMn{C)){lA ® eij) = (7A <g> ei:,-)(a;j ® 7A,n(C)) 
H^ i^ l l <
 n 3 ( 2 m a j c ||XJ|| + 3) + n + X> 
i<;<s 
and 
as well as 
•" "" n 3 (2max| |a : ( | |+3)+n 
K K i 
l F * - F , J | | < 
•«
 JMI1
 n 3 (2max | | x , | | +3 )+n 
llaiFy -7 i ,a , | | < 
n3(2 max Ha;;II + 3) + n 
K K i 
It follows that \\Fij - U*EijU\\ <
 n ( 2 m a x |fa, | |+3)-H w h e r e Eij = ^A<fc(C) ® e i j <= .M„fc ( C ) for 
K i < » 
every i , j . Hence, for Vi, j , 
\\UatlTEij -EijUaiU*\\ = ||a,(CT3ytf - Fij) + (ajFy - F^a,) + (Fy - £/*£ijl7)oj|| 
= 2(||x,|| + l ) _ / 0 „ , „ „ f „ , „ , , + n(2max ||xj|| + 3) + 1 n3(2max ||x,|| + 3 ) + n 
KKs KKa 
2 max ||x,|| + 3 e 
n I 2max ||xj|| + 3 ] + 1 
\ K /<s 
Therefore, there is Dt = 7} <g> 7A<n(C) where 7} 6 Mfc(C) such that ||f/oj£7* - D/|| < 
(l max llxjll+a^e 
n ) l g * ' f—. Then 
n(^2m«J|x,|H-3j-+1 
ill - INIII < limn-INI+ IHI-HX,® 7||| 
2max ||xf|| + 3 I £ 
< n—) ~~ r + 
, „ „ „ „ , ., n(2max | |x/ | |+3) + 1 
n 2max x( + 3 + 1 v i<i<«" " ; 
KKs 
= £ 
It follows that {Ti,T2 , . . . ,TS} C r£ p (x i , x 2 , . . . ,x s; iV,£, A;). 
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Let Hi = (/ii,i ® IMn(C)> • • •. fy,« ® / M „ ( C ) ) • T h e n 
(01 ,03 , . . . , o „ { i ^ } ^ ) € ( J ^ > {^ii}"i=i; 2w, | 
/ = i 
So, if e' = —To ,f I,. ,|,—, we have 
' n(2 max ||x;||+3)+n' 1<'S» 
o 2 ( r ^ p ( x 1 ®I,x2®I,...,xs®I,{I® eij}lJ=1;N, e', nk),2u) 
< o2(Tt^p(xi,x2,...,xs;N,e,k),uj). 
This implies that 
oo • sup inf lim sup 
0<U<l^eN,e>0 k 




log [o2{Y^({xi ®I}si=1 , { / ® ey}& = 1 ; JV.e'.nfc),")) 
—A;2 logo; 
log (o2 ( r ^ p ((xi, ...,x3;N,e,k)),wjJ 
-k2 logo; 
Therefore 
i.e., ^ o p (A ® Mn (C)) < ^3°p (.4). 
For any (Ai, A2,..., As) € r ^ p ( a ; i , . . . xs, N, e, fc), we have 
(Ai ® / „ , . . . , As ® In, {Eij}?j=1) € 
r£p(ori ® In,... xs ® In, {I ® eij}lj=0, N, e, nk). 
o 2 ( r ^ p ( x ! ® I, x2 ® I,..., xs ® I, {I ® eij}lJ=l;N, e, nk),2u) 
, x2,..., xs\ N,e,k),u). 
Hence i?3op (A ® Mn (C)) > 4°p (A). So J?3op (A ® Mn (C)) - < p (A). 
(2) If one of £3 o p (A) and £3°p (B) is infinite, then it is clear that the statement is 
true. Hence we only need to show that J? 3 ° p ( .4©£) is 0 when J?3op (,4) and £3°p (B) 
are both 0. By Theorem 2.5.2, we can assume that A and B are finitely generated uni-
tal C*-algebras. Let z\, z2,..., zm be a system of self-adjoint generators of A® B. Then 
there are x\,x2,...,xm,y\,y2,...,ym such that Z{ = Xi® yi (1 < i < m). It follows 
that {x\,x2,... ,xm} generates A and {yi,y2,... ,ym} generates B. Therefore, by Lemma 
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4.2 in [40], for any U>O,EO,NO > 0, there is t, L > 0 so that for each e < t and each 
N > L, k > 1, if X 6 T t o p ({zi,Z2,... ,zm;N, e, k)), there are fci, A;2 with A;x -|- fc2 — ^ and 
A e r t o P( (x i , x 2 , . . . , x m ; iVo ,£o , f c i ) ) , 5 € r t oP ((ylt y2,...,ym;NQ, e0,k2)) such that there 
exists a unitary matrix U € A4k{C) satisfying 
X-U*{Al®Bl,...,A1®B1)U\\ <u/k. 
Let 
Then we can find 
and 
satisfying 
di = o2 ( r t oP {{xx,.. .,xn;N0,eo,k0)),uj(k - l)/k) , 
d2 = o2 (r t oP ((yi, ...,yn; N0,e0, fci)), w(fc - 1)/*) . 
A } l L 1 c r t ° P ( ( x i , . . . , x n ; J V 0 > e o , f c o ) ) 
0a}iU C TtoP ( ( j / l 5 . . . ,y„; JVo.eo, *i)) 
r t°P((o : i ! . . . ,a:n ; iVo, eo,fco))C ( J B a » ( ^ A , (* - l )w/*, IHI) 
A = l 
T t o p ((yi, . . . , » „ ; N0,£0, fci)) C ( J BaM(2?a i (& - l)w/fc, ||-| |). 
Q = l 
Hence there are {Z7A}ALI» { ^ « l a = i s u c n t n a t 
<{k- l)u>/k. 
Let C A a = (t/iAAiAC/1*A©FiaBiaF1*a , . . . ,C/mAAmAi7^A©VmaBmaV^Q). Then the cardinal-
ity of the set {C \a : l < A < d i , l < a < d2} is d\d2. We also have 
X - U~CXaU* 
< X- U(A® B)U*\\ + \\U(A® B)U*-UCXaW 




Therefore, by deanition, it follows that ^ o p (A®B)< ftf* (A) + ^ o p (B) 
(3) From Theorem 2.5.2, we may assume that A is generated by a family {x\,... ,xn} 
with ||XJ|| < 1 for each i. Then A is isomorphic to C (X) with X C [0, l ] n . Suppose ui > 0. 
Then there is an EQ > 0 such that for every k €E N, 0 < e < eo, N > 2, and every 
A E Tt0P (x; N, e, k), we have 
ll^-iA? — Ajj4i||2 < IIAjAj — AjAill 
=
 I l l ^ i - ^ - j " J - " * I I II"*'*"*'? *Ej"*'H I 
< £ . 
Therefore there are diagonal matrices 0 < D\,D2, • •. ,Dn < 1 in Mk (C) and a unitary 
matrix U <E Mk (C) such that A - UDU* < ^ - . Let E• = ( ^ N ) n [0,1]. Then every 
point in [0,1] is within UJ/2 of a point in E and Card (E) < - ^ . Each eigenvalue of each Dj 
is within jy= of a point in E, so there are diagonal matrices B\,..., Bn whose eigenvalues 
are in E such that \\Dj - Bj\\ < ^ for 1 < j < n. Thus D - B < u>/2. Hence, A is 
within u of the unitary orbit of B. The number of B's is Card ((Ek)n) < C^Y . Thus 
log(o2(rt°P((x1,...,xn]N,E,k)),uj)) ^ 
sup inf lim sup -_- — < 
0<^<iWeN,e>0 ^^00 -fc^logo; 
sup inf hmsup Vol — = 0. 
0<w<l^eN,e>0 fc^oo -fc^logW 
Hence £ 3 (xi,..., x n ) = 0. By Theorem 2.5.2, i?3 {A) = 0. • 
Theorem 2.5.3 If A is a direct limit of C*-algebras {At : i £ 1} where Ai is a direct sums 
of tensor products of matrix algebras with commutative algebras for each i £ I, then 
1. &zP(A) = 0, and 
2. if A is finitely generated, then Stopi/2 (ai, • • • > an) < 1 for every generating set a\,..., an 
for A. 
Proof. J?3°p (A) < liminfJ?30p ( A ) = 0. • 
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2.6 Semicontinuity of <5top (xi, • • •, xn) 
Suppose A and B are unital C*-algebras and x\,...,xn € A, yi , • • •, yn G B for a fixed 
n € N. Then we define 
p(x ,£) = p{{xi,... ,xn) ,(yi,... ,yn)) = 
oo 
Since | |p(x) | | , \\p(y)\\ < 2iV2 (1 + ||x|| + \\y\\)N for every p e FN, we have that 
p(x,y)<e^+^+l. 
It is clear that p (x, y) = 0 if and only if 
llp(*)ll = l|p(y)ll 
for every *-polynomial p, which is equivalent to the statement that there is a unital *-
isomorphism between C* (xi,...,xn) and C* (yi,..., yn) that sends each Xj to yj. We can 
define, for each e > 0 and each k 6 N, 
G t o p ( x i , . . . ,xn,e,fc) = {a € M £ (C) : p (x ,o) < e} , 
then it is easy to show that 
r , - v y •
 fy l<>g (*«, (d*** & 6, k) , U>)) 
dtw (x) = limsup inf hmsup „ . 
„,_•<>+ e > 0 fc-oo -kHogu 
It is also easy to see that if xi = (xn,..., xni) and x — (x\,..., x n ) , then 
p (xi, x) —> 0 as (Z —> oo) 
if and only if 
\\p(m\^\\p(m as(Z-,oo) 
for every *-polynomial p. 
In [59] D. Voiculescu proved a semicontinuity result for his free entropy dimension 6 (x), 
where x is a selfadjoint element in a finite von Neumann algebra M. with a faithful trace 
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r . Namely, if {(JVfc,Cfc)} is a sequence of von Neumann algebras A4 with faithful normal 
traces er^  and {ak} is a norm-bounded sequence of elements, a/. G A/fc, such that, for every 
*-polynomial p, 
o"fc(p(a*)) - ^T(p (o ) ) 
for some a = a* € AT for some von Neumann algebra M with faithful normal trace r , then 
8 (a) < limsup 8 (af.) • 
k—*oo 
The proof of this semicontinuity result follows from the formula for S (a) for a single selfad-
joint element a. 
Let S denote the class of all C*-algebras A such that <5t0p (^i ,••• ,xn) — 1 — 1/ dim A for 
every set {x\,... ,xn} of generators of A. The class S contains all finite-dimensional C*-
algebras and all commutative algebras and all tensor products of finite-dimensional algebras 
with commutative algebras. However, S does not contain the C*-algebra generated by an 
irreducible compact operator on an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space (see Theorem in [39]). 
T h e o r e m 2.6.1 Suppose C* {x\,..., xn) G S and e > 0. Then there is a d > 0 such that, 
whenever C* (y\,..., yn) € S and p(x,y) < d, then 8top (x) < Stop (y) + £• 
Proof. Let UQ be a finite integer and UQ < dimC*(xi,X2,. • • ,xn). Then we can find 
•-polynomials Pi 6 Pjv15 Pi E Pjv2> • . . , Pu € PJVU such that Pi{~x), P2{~x), •.., P«("?) are 
linearly independent for each u < UQ. Since < ^2atiPi(!c) : OJJ € [0,1] for all i > is a compact 
subset of C*(xi,X2,. •., xn) without 0, then there is a EU such that inf ^^ctiPi^ x ) ^ 
0 < Q ; < 1 j = 1 
su > 0. Let M = max max{iVi, N2,..., Nu} and e = min{eu : 1 < u < uo}- Then if 
l<u<uo 
C* (yi, •••,yn) £ 5 with p{x,y) < ww+W.' t h e r e is a iV0 > M such that for all N > N0 
1 
N 
£2(iV + 2)!;e? s u p | | | p ( x ) | | - | b ( y ) | | | 8 (M + 2)! < 8 ( M + 2)!' 
Since YlaiPi € P M , we have 
i=i t = i 
E ^ - P i ( y ) 
i = l 
< 2 ( M + 2 ) ! 3 p ^ 5 J T = e / 2 . 
Therefore E a i - f i 
i=l 
> - | +
 £ = | > 0 for on e [0,1]. Hence Pi ("y) ,P 2 ( V ) , • • • , ^ u ( 7 ) 
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are linearly independent for every u < UQ. NOW let d — wj^frfn- Then we have shown 
that when p(x,y) < d, uQ < dimC*(yi,y2 , • • • ,2/n)- Therefore Stop (~j7) > 1 - ^ . If 
dim C* (3:1,2:2,... ,xn) < oo, then the preceding proof has shown that dimC*(xi,X2,. • • ,xn) < 
dim C* (2/1,2/2, • • •, Vn), therefore 8top (x) < 6top (y) < Stop ($) + £• If d i m C * ( x 1 , x 2 , . . . ,xn) = 
00, we take u0 — [±] + 1 > \. So 6i0p ("?7) > l - ^ > l - e . Hence Stop (V) + £ > ^toP (x). 
• 
On the other hand, without the restriction of C* ( y i , . . . , yn) belong to <S, the semicon-
tinuity situation is not very good, even when C* (xi,..., xn) is commutative. 
T h e o r e m 2.6.2 Suppose n 6 N and 5top ( x i , . . . ,xn) is defined and C* {x\,... ,xn) has a 
1-dimensional unital representation a. Then, for every d > 0, there is ayi,... ,yn such that 
P (x, y) <d 
and Stop (y) = 0. 
Proof. Suppose d > 0. Suppose H is a separable Hilbert space that contains Cfc for each 
positive integer k, and let I^ be the identity operator on H Q Cfc. Since <5top {xi, • • • ,xn) 
is defined, there is a positive integer k and an A 6 M.k (C) n such that p(x,A} < d. Let 
Bj — Aj © a(xj)Ik for 1 < j < n. Then we clearly have p (x, B) < d. It is obvious 
that the set If = ( 7 i , . . . ,Tn) G B (H)n : p {x,f\ < d\ is open. It follows from [43] that 
any neighborhood of (Ai © 0/fc, ...,An® Oik) contains an irreducible tuple ( C i , . . . , Cn) e 
K. {H)n . Then y, = C3; + (0 © a (XJ) Ik) defines an irreducible tuple y in (/C (H) + C / ) n such 
that p (x, y) < d. Then by Theorem 5.6 in [39] that St0p (j7) = 0. • 
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Chapter 3 
Full Amalgamated Free Product of 
Unital MF Algebras 
3.1 Preliminaries 
In [37], [8] and [24], it has been shown that a free product of unital residually finite-
dimensional (or quasidiagonal, MF) C*-algebras amalgamated over units is residually finite-
dimensional (or quasidiagonal, MF). Our question is whether a full amalgamated free prod-
uct of two unital C*-algebras from a class of C*-algebras is always in the same class. One 
example will be given in this section to show that the answer to the question is no. In 
this chapter, we will discuss a full amalgamated free product of unital MF (and residually 
finite-dimensional) algebras with amalgamation over a finite-dimensional C*-subalgebra. 
Necessary and sufficient conditions will be given. We will conclude this chapter with a 
necessary and sufficient condition for being MF algebra of a full amalgamated free product 
of UHF algebras. We first recall the definition of full amalgamated free product. 
Defini t ion 3.1.1 Given C*-algebras A, B and T> with unital embeddings (injective * -
homomorphisms) tp^ : V —> A and ipB : T> —> B, the corresponding full amalgamated free 
product C*-algebra is the C*-algebra C, equipped with unital embeddings a A : A—> C and 
a B : B —* C such that aj^ ° V'.A = aB ° V'Bi such that C is generated by a A (.4) U eg (B) 
and satisfying the universal property that whenever £ is a C*-algebra and w^ : A —> £ and 
7Tg : B —*• £ are * -homomorphisms satisfying T^A°'4!A ~ 7rB0'4'B> there is a *-homomorphism 
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7r : C —> S such that n o aj^ = n^ and -K O QQ — -KQ. The full amalgamated free product C*-
algebra C is commonly denoted by A*B, although this notation hides the dependence of C 
on the embeddings ip^ and ipB. 
When D — CI , the definition from the above is the unital full free product A *c B of A 
and B. The following theorem is well-known, but we will give its proof for completeness. 
Theorem 3.1.1 Suppose that A, B and V are unital C*-algebras. Then 
{A®maxV) * (B®maJCT>) = ( - 4 * £ j ®max V. 
Proof. Since «4(g)max^> and B®maKT> can be embedded into I A*B 1 ®max.'D by the definition 
of the unital full free product, we can get two natural embeddings n\ : A®msLXT> —* I A*B I ®max 
V and 7T2 : B®ma.*V -* ( A*B 1 ® m a x V from A®maxP and B®maxV into I A*B 1 <g>max V 
respectively. It is clear that TTI\[^,J) — iT2\i®v- Suppose K is a C*-algebra on a Hilbert 
space Ti with two *-homomorphisms q\ : A®^^^ —> K and q% : B®ma.yL'D —> K. such that 
q\ |/®x> = 92|/®z>- Then q\ (A ® I) commutes with q\ (I ® V) in K. and q% (# <g> I ) commutes 
with q2 (I ® V) in £ . Let .M = /Cn (91 (1 <g> £>))' = /Cn (92 (1 ® £>))'. Since ft (A ® I ) and 
92 (S <8> 2^ ) are subalgebras of A4, there is a *-homomorphism q : A*B —• .M by the definition 
of unital full free product. Moreover, we have that the image q (A*cB) of A*cB under q 
commute with ft (I ® V) in K. From the definition of maximal C*-norm on tensor product 
of two C*-algebras, there is a *-homomorphism 
q: \A*B\ ®maxV->IC. 
such that qom — q\ and qo-K^— q2- The desired conclusion now follows from the definition 
of the full amalgamated free product. • 
The following lemma can be found in [9]. Obviously, it is a well-known result, but it 
will simplify the rest of this work. 
Lemma 3.1.1 (Lemma 2.2., [9]) Let A and B be unital C*-algebras having V embedded as 
a unital C*-subalgebra of each of them. Let 
C = A*B 
v 
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be the full amalgamated free product of A and B over T>. If there is a projection p £ 13 and 
n 
there are partial isometries v\, • • • , vn S V such that v*V{ < p and ^,ViV* = 1 — p, then 
pCp = (pAp) * (pBp). 
pDp 
Remark 3.1.1 Suppose A is a unital C*-algebra and suppose there is a projection p 6 A 
n 
and there are partial isometries v\, • • • ,vn € A such that v*V{ < p and ^2,ViV* = 1 — p. By 
i=l 
emulating the argument in the proof of Lemma 2.1 in [9], we know that A is MF if and only 
ifpAp is MF. 
Theorem 3.1.2 (Theorem 5.1.4-, [37]) Suppose {Ai : i £ N} is a countable family of sep-
arable MF C*-algebras. Then the unital full free product A = *cAi is an MF algebra. 
Inspired by the previous Theorem 3.1.2 and 3.1.1, we can easily obtain the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 3.1.1 Let A and B be separable unital C*-algebras. lf"D can be embedded as a 
unital C*-subalgebra of A and B respectively, andV is *-isomorphic to a full matrix algebra 
Ain (C) for some integer n, then the full amalgamated free product A*B is an MF algebra 
if and only if A and B are both MF. 
Proof. If A*B is a unital MF algebra, then it is easy to see that A and B are MF. On 
V 
the other hand, since P is a full matrix algebra, which can be embedded into A and B, 
from Lemma 6.6.3 in [48], it follows that A = A' ®T> and B ^ B' ®T> where A' and B' are 
C*-subalgebras of A and B respectively. Therefore A' and B' are MF as well. Then the 
desired conclusion follows from Theorem 3.1.2 and 3.1.1. • 
The next result is given by Armstrong, Dykema, Exel and Li in [3]. Recall that a C*-
algebra TZ is said to be residually finite-dimensional (RFD) if for each x 6 TZ there exists a 
*-homomorphism n : TZ —» B such that dim (B) < oo and IT (X) ^ 0. It is easy to see that 
such algebras have a faithful representation whose image is a block diagonal set of operators. 
Lemma 3.1.2 (Theorem 4-%-,[3]) Consider unital inclusions of C*-algebras A^T> C B 
with A and B finite dimensional. Let A*B be the corresponding full amalgamated free 
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product. Then A*B is residually finite dimensional if and only if there are faithful tracial 
states r^t on A and TQ on B whose restrictions on D agree. 
Remark 3.1.2 From Lemma 3.1.2 and the fact that every MF algebra has a tracial state, 
for unital inclusions of finite-dimensional C*-algebras A~3VCB, we have A*B is RFD if 
and only if A*B is an MF algebra if and only if A*B has a tracial state. 
In [24], Exel and Loring showed that the unital full free product of two residually finite 
dimensional C*-algebra is residually finite dimensional, which extends an earlier result by 
Choi in [15]. In [8], Boca showed that the unital full free product of two quasidiagonal 
C*-algebras is also quasidiagonal. The analogous result for MF algebras is given in [37]. 
The Lemma 3.1.2 characterizes when a full amalgamated free product of finite dimensional 
C*-algebras is residually finite dimensional, which extends an earlier result by Brown and 
Dykema in [9]. So from Corollary 3.1.1 and the above argument, it is natural to ask whether 
a full amalgamated free product of unital MF (or RFD) algebras is always MF (or RFD). 
But the following example will show that a full amalgamated free product of two MF (or 
RFD) algebras may not be MF (or RFD) again, even for two full matrix algebras with 
amalgamation over C ffi C. 
E x a m p l e 3.1.1 Let P ^ C f f i C . Suppose <px : V -> M2 (C) and ip2 : V -> M3 (C) are 
unital embeddings such that 
I 1 0 0 \ 
and ip2 (1 © 0) = 
1 ( ^ 
¥>i ( l©0) 
0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
Then M.% (C) *M.$ (C) is not an MF algebra (therefore it is not RFD). Actually, if we 
assume that M2 (C) *M3 (C) is an MF algebra, then there exists a tracial state r on 
•M-2 (C) *M3 (C) . So the restrictions of r on M2 (C) and .M3 (C) are the unique tra-
cial states on Mi (C) and M3 (C) respectively. It follows that r (ipl (1 ® 0)) = \ =fi r 
(tp2 (1 © 0)) = 5 which contradicts to the fact that tpx ( 1 0 0) = ip2 (° © 1) in M<i (C) *M$ (C). 
v 
Therefore Mi (C) *M3 (C) is not MF. 
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From preceding example, we can see that a counter-example can be easily constructed 
in the general situation. But can we give some conditions so that a full amalgamated free 
product of two unital MF (or RFD algebras) is MF (or RFD) again? 
3.2 Basic Propert ies of Quasidiagonal algebras. 
The proof of one of our main theorems is based on the understanding of quasidiagonal 
C*-algebras. Therefore, we will recall some results about quasidiagonal C*-algebras for the 
reader's convenience, but we will not give their proofs. We refer the reader to [10] for a 
comprehensive treatment of this important class of C*-algebras. 
Defini t ion 3.2.1 A subset ficB (H) is called a quasidiagonal set of operators if for each 
finite set S C CI, finite set F C 7i and e > 0 there exists a finite rank projection P € B(J{) 
such that \\SP - PS\\ < e and \\Px — x|| < e for all S € S and x <E F. 
Defini t ion 3.2.2 A C*-algebra A is called quasidiagonal (QD) if there exists a faithful 
representation 7r : A —> B(H) such that IT (A) is a quasidiagonal set of operators. 
Defini t ion 3.2.3 Let n : A —» B{7{) be a faithful representation of a C*-algebra A. Then 
7r is called essential if n(A) contains no nonzero finite rank operators. 
The next lemma is a fundamental result about representations of quasidiagonal C*-
algebras. 
L e m m a 3.2.1 (Theorem 1.7, [58]) Letn : A —> B(H) be a faithful essential representation. 
Then A is quasidiagonal if and only if TT(A) is a quasidiagonal set of operators. 
The following lemma is an important ingredient in the proof of Proposition 3.4.1. 
L e m m a 3.2.2 Suppose that A C B(7i) is a separable unital quasidiagonal C*-algebra and 
xi, • • • ,xn are self-adjoint elements in A. For any e > 0, any finite subset {/i, • • • , fr} of 
C (Xx, • • • , X n ) and any finite subset {^x, • • • ,£r} ofhi, there is a finite rank projection p 
in BiTi.) such that: 
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(i) Uk ~ Pf fcll < e» Wipxip - Xi) £fc|| < e, for alll<i<n and 1 < k < r; 
fii,) | |/j (pxip, • • • ,pxnp)\\B{pH) - \\fj (xu ••• ,xn < e, for all 1 < j < r. 
Using. Lemma 3.2.2, it is easy to see that all quasidiagonal C*-algebras are MF algebras. 
Lemma 3.2.3 (Proposition 7.4, [10, 7.4]) If{An} is a sequence of C*-algebras then FJ An 
is QD if and only if each An is QD. 
The examples of quasidiagonal C*-algebras include all abelian C*-algebras and finite-
dimensional C*-algebras as well as residually finite-dimensional C*-algebras. 
3.3 Full Amalgamated Free Product of R F D C*-algebras 
First, we will give the following well-known lemma. For completeness, we include the proof. 
Lemma 3.3.1 Given 0 < e < 1 and n 6 N. For any n pairwise orthogonal minimal pro-
jections {Pi, • • • , Pn} and {Qi, • • • , Qn} in n-dimensional unital abelian C*-subalgebras A 
and B in B (Ti) with \\P{ — Qi\\ < -—^ (i = 1, • • • , n ) , there is a unitary U € B (H) with 
\\U - I\\ < e such that UPiU* = Qi forl<i<n. 
Proof. Define X = f ) QiPi. Let S = ^ - . It is clear that £ " = 1 Pt = £ i = 1 Qi = I. Since 
ll-Pi — Qi\\ < 8 and Pi — Qi is self-adjoint for each i, we have that Qi — Pi + 8 > 0. It follows 
that Qi > Pi — S and 
X*X = Y,PiQiPi>t:Pi{Pi-6)Pi 
»=1 i = l 
n n 
= £ i > i - ] £ * P i = ( l - < S ) J > 0 . 
i=l i=l 
Therefore X is invertible and | |X*X|| > 1 — 5. Assume that X — U \X\ is the polar decom-
position of X where \X\ = (X*X)* and U is a partial isometry. Since X is invertible, we 




Meanwhile, we notice that | |X*X|| < 1 by the construction of X and the fact that {Pi, • • • , Pn} 
and {<2i,--- ,Qn} are n pairwise orthogonal minimal projections respectively. Therefore 
we have that 
\\U-I\\<\\U-X\\ + \\X-I\\ 
E(Qi-Pi)Pi-^ i i x i i H i x r 1 - / 
^ ( ( l 3 ^ ) -U+nS<(n+l)S = e 
From the construction of X, it is easy to see QiX — XPi for 1 < i < n, then Pi \X\ — \X\ Pi 
as well. So 
UPi = X {Xr1 Pi = XPi IX]-1 = QiX IX]-1 = QiU. 
Therefore UPiU* = Qi for 1 < i < n as desired. • 
The following lemma is a useful result concerning the representations of separable C*-
algebras. First, we need to recall that the rank of an operator T € B (H), denoted by 
rank(T) , is the dimension of the closure of the range of T. 
Lemma 3.3.2 (Theorem, II.5.8., [17]) Let A be a separable unital C*-algebra and iXi : 
.4 —> B (Hi) be unital ^representations for i = 1,2. Then there exists a sequence of unitaries 
Um : Hi —> Hi such that \\1T2 (a) — Um-K\ (a) U^\\ —» 0 (m —* 00) for all a £ A if and only if 
rank (TTI (a)) — rank (7^ (a)) for all a 6 A. 
Definition 3.3.1 Suppose H is a separable Hilbert space and F C Ti. For given e > 0, we 
say that 
{xi,--- ,xn} C£ F 
for {x\, • - • , x n } QTl if there are yi, • • • ,yn € F such that 
max llxi - yi\\ < e. 
l < t < n 
The following Lemma is a technical result. 
Lemma 3.3.3 Suppose A~3VCBisa unital C*-inclusion of separable C*-algebras and 
V is a unital finite-dimensional abelian C*-alg,ebra. Suppose p-^ : A—> B(H) and pB : 
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B —• B(H) are representations of A and B with p \t> = PB\v on a separable Hilbert space 
Ji respectively. If there are two chains F\ C Fi C • • • and G\ C G2 Q • • • of finite-
dimensional subspaces of "H satisfying dim Fk = dim Gk for each k £ N such that each Fk is 
p (A) invariant and each Gk is pB (B) invariant, then there are sequences of representations 
{Pk }fc-i and {Pk }fc^ -i °f"A o,nd B on a finite-dimensional Hilbert space "Hk for each k such 
that 
p£\Fk = pA\Fk, pflc, = pB\ck 
and pk\v ~ Pfc \v o-s well. 
Proof. Suppose that T> = C* (pi, • • • ,Pt) where p\, • • • ,pt are orthogonal projections with 
t 
J2 Pi = I- Let Ek = Fk + Gk. Note that Ek is pA (V) (= pB (V)) invariant. Let dk = 
i=l 
dim (Ek), P^ — pA {pi) \Ek and r^ = rank [Pj1) • Let E'k be any finite dimensional subspace 
olH that is orthogonal to Ek and has dimension d'k = dim (E'k) so that dk + d'k = I-dim Fk = 
I • dimGk and " " ^ ^ j 1 ^ (dk + d'k) = rank (pA (Pi) \Fk) • I > n for i € {1, • • • , t}. Then 
we can find projections Q\, • • • ,Q% € B (E'k) such that Q\ + • •• + Q\ = 1, and r; + r{ = 
rank (pA (pi) \ph) • I where r\ — rank I Q\ J . Assume that Tik = Ek + Ek. Since . 
dim (Hk e Fk) = (I-I)-dim Fk 
and 
rank {(?£ + Qf) |H*eFfc) = H + r• - ranfc (p^ (pj) |Ffc) 
= ranA; (p^ ( K ) | F J (Z - 1) . 
We can construct a representation p'^4 : A —> 5 ( ? 4 9 Fk) with p).-4 (p;) = (pf + Q\ J |wfceFfc 
such that p^4 is unitarily equivalent to the direct sum of I — 1 copies of pA (pi) \Fk. Putting 
pj4 (x) = p-4 (x) \Fk +p'kA (x) G S (Hk) • Then pj4 (p,) = ?!° + Q\. Similarly, we can construct 
a representation pf by the same way such that lpk (pi) — P]f + Qf. This implies that there 
are ^representations pj4 and pfe satisfying 
~Pk\Fk = PAW, Pk\Gk = pB\Gk 
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and ~pi\v = ~pl\v. m 
We need one more technical result. 
oo 
L e m m a 3.3.4 Let A^VQB be a unital C*-inclusion of C*-algebras in \\ Mkn (C) 
n = l 
oo 
and V be a unital finite-dimensional abelian C*-subalgebra of f\ -Mfc„ (C) . Suppose <$ : 
n = l 
A*B —• B (H) is a faithful essential representation on a separable Hilbert space H. Then 
there are sequences \Pm} a n a" {/'m} of representations of A and B onTi such that p%\x> = 
P m b and 
\\p* (a) - $ A (o)|| -+ 0 as m -» oo 
| | p ^ ( 6 ) - $ B ( 6 ) | | ^ 0 a S m - , o o . 
Moreover, for each m € N, we can find chains of finite-dimensional subspaces FJ71 C F™ C 
••• and G f C G™ C •-• o / f t iwif/i d i m F ^ = dimG)™ such fAat each FjJ1 is p^{A) 
oo oo 
invariant, each G™ is p^ (B) invariant and | J F™, (J G™ are foo^ft dense in Ti. 
k=i fc=i 
Proof. Suppose that P =C* (pi, • • • ,p*) where p\, • • • ,pt are orthogonal projections with 
t 
Y^Pi— I- There are natural *-homomorphisms TT£ : A -* M.kn (C) and n^ : B —> M ^ (C) 
for each n € N such that the direct sums of {7r„ } and {fl-^} are faithful respectively. We 
may assume that each ir£ and nf appear infinitely often in the lists {ff-f , ^jf, ' ' ' } a n d 
{nf, 7rf, • • • } respectively so that we have an increasing sequence No — 0 < N\ < N2 < • • • 
such that ir£ and irf appear at Nk position in {ir£, ir^, — } and (7rf, 7rf, • • • } respectively. 
It is clear that direct sums of them are faithful representations respectively. Then there are 
representations TT^ : A—* B (H) and 7Tg : $ —> S (H) with a projection P^k for each k G N 
such that Pffk reduces 7r^ 4 and TTg, the restrictions of n^ and -KQ to \PNk — PNk_i) (W) are 
unitarily equivalent to ir£ and TT% respectively, and P^k —» / in SOT as k —* 00. Since 
rank n^ (a) = rank $.4 (a) and ranfc 7rB (b) — rank $ g (6) 
where $.4 and $ g are the restriction of $ on A and $ respectively, we can find sequences 
{Um}m=i a n d {Wm}m=i °^ unitaries in £ ( f t ) by Lemma 3.3.2 such that, for every a 6. A 
and b G B, we have 
||*7m7r.4 (a) £/„ - $.4 (a)|| -> 0 as m -> 00 
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\\WmnB (b) W^ - $ B (6)|| ^ O a s m ^ o o . 
By the fact that <frA (pi) = <J>B (pi) for every i E {1, • • • ,t} , it follows that 
\\UmnA (pi) U*m - Wm'Ke (Pi) W^| | - • 0 as (m -> oo). 
From Lemma 3.3.1, there is MQ € N such that for every m > Mo, there is a unitary Vm and 
em satisfying ||Vm — I\\ < em a n < l em —• 0 (m —• oo) and 
V^Wm7TB (ft) W£Vm = £/m7U (ft) U*m 
for each i € {1, • • • ,t}. Without loss of generality we can assume that, for each m g N , 
there is a Vm and em such that ||Vm — 7|| < em and 
V^WmnB (p^ W^Vm = UmnA (Pi) U*m 
Meanwhile, we still have 
\\V^Wm-KB (b) W*mVm - $ B (6)11 - O a s m ^ o o . 
Let p^ (a) = UmnA (a) U^ and p^ (b) = V^WmnB (b) W^Vm for each m 6 N. It is clear 
that p^\v = p£\v and 
| | p ^ ( a ) - ^ ( a ) | | - > 0 a s r o ^ o o 
| | p * ( 6 ) - * B ( & ) | | - > 0 a s m - > o o . 
Putting Ffcm = UmPNkU^(H) and G£* - V^WmPNlW^Vm (H). Note that dimFfcm = 
dim Gf. We also have F?1 C F2m C • • • and G f C G£* C • • • are chains of finite dimensional 
subspaces of H, and each F™ is p^ (A) invariant, each GJ™ is p!^ (B) invariant as well as 
oo oo 
U ^ T \ U G™ are both dense in H. So this completes the proof. • 
fc=i fc=i 
From Lemmas 3.3.3 and 3.3.4, we are able to obtain the next result which is a key for 
proving our main result in this section. 
oo 
Proposi t ion 3.3.1 Let A~3T> C. 13 be a unital C*-inclusion in F] Mkn (C) and V is a 
n=\ 
unital finite-dimensional abelian C*-subalgebra. Then A*B is RFD. 
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Proof. Suppose that V =C* (pi, • • • ,pt) where pi , • • • ,pt are orthogonal projections with 
t 
^2 Pi = / . Suppose $ : A*B -» 23 (H) is a faithful essential representation on a separable 
i=l v 
Hilbert space H. Then by Lemma 3.3.4, there are sequences {p m } a n a - {pm} of representa-
tions of A and B onfi such that pm |© — Pm\t> and 
| |p m (a) - 3 ^ (a)| | — 0 as m — oo 
| | p £ ( & ) - * B ( 6 ) | | - > 0 a s m - > o o . 
Moreover, for each m € N, we can find chains of finite-dimensional subspaces F{" C F™ C 
••• and G f C G m C ••• of H with dimFfcm = dimGJJ1 such that each Ffcm is p m (.4) 
oo oo 
invariant, each G™ is p m (fi) invariant, and (J F™, (J G™ are both dense in H. Then, for 
each m G N, there are sequences of representations < p m k > and <. p m k > of A and B 
on a finite-dimensional Hilbert space Hm,k by Lemma 3.3.3, such that 
Pm.fclF^ = Pm\F™, Pm.fclG™ = P m b j 1 
and pj^ fc|l> = P m fe|x> f° r each k € N. We first take representations px j , p^ j of A and 23 on 
W} respectively. Then px x (pi) = p l t l (pi) and 
PI,I\F} - Pi \F}> PI,I\G\ ~ Pi \G\-
Next we can find F? and Gf such that 
{£ } , • • • ,4 } ^ 
where {£}, • • • , ££ } and {r}\, •• • ,Vti} a r e linear bases of F^ and G\ respectively. Moreover, 
we have representations P2J;2,P2,<2 of A and B on ?i|2 such that p2,j2 (P») = ^2,(2 (P») a n (^ 
?2,i2U2 = A>2 IF.2 > P 2 , J G ? = />2 IG2 • 
' '2 '2 '2 '2 
Sequentially, we can find F ;3 and Gfm satisfying 
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where {£i , - - - , £t2} a n d {vh'" I 7 ? ^ } a r e l i n e a r bases of Ff and Gf2 respectively. Mean-
while, representations Pzi3,p'zi3 °^ -^ a n o- ^ a r e both on Tif with p 3 ; 3 |x> = p ^ l i ) and 
P3,J3IF3 = ^ 3 IF,3- P S . J G 3 = / > 3 I G ? • 
*3 '3 *3 f 3 
So from the above construction, we can find a sequence | p m ( > of representations 
I- ' m J m = l 
and a sequence \pmi \ of representations satisfying pml (pi) — pml (pi) for each 
oo oo 
m G N. Meanwhile, we know that (J F ( m , (J GJ™ are both dense in H. Let /5 m / m : 
m = l m = l 
. 4*8 -» B ( W £ ) be the ""-representation such that p m , J m U = #*,,„, and pm , /m | s = ^ ) J m . 
We want to show that , for a given x 6 A*B and any e > 0, there is k € N such that 
v 
\\pk,ik(x)\\>h\\-e-
This will suffice to show that A*B is RFD. Write x = w\ + • • • + WM as the sum of finitely 
V 
many words W{ in A and B. Assume £ € H is a unit vector such that ||3> (x) £|| > ||£|| — | . 
We will show that for every i € {1, • • • , M } , there is k (i) such that if k > k (i), then 
\\Pk,lk(m)Z-*(wi)Z\\<e/2M. 
Taking k > maxi<j<M k (i), this will imply \\f>k,ik (x) € ~ ® (x) £|| < e /2) which will yield 
what we want. To show it, write 
u>i — a;a;_i • • • a2ai 
for some I G N and a i , - - - , a/ € ^4 U i?. Let £0 = £, ^- = $ ( a j ) £ j - i (1 < j < I) and 




(dist ( £ , _ ! , F * ) ,dist ( ^_ i ,Gf f c ) ) < €/ (MMNl-i) 
\${aj) - ^ ( ^ ) | | < 8 < M A r i - i */ a ; € -4 
ll*(«i)-^MI<snii^Fr ^ € * 
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for any j <E {1, • • • , 1} . Let 77 E H. If aj G ,4, let 7jfc = Pp* (77) £ F,k, then 
| | * (°i)»? - Pfc.i* ( a i ) ^H < | | * (ai) V ~ Pk,lk (aj) »7fc|| + P M * ( a i ) ^ - Pk,lk (aj) v\\ 
< | |$ (a,-) 77 - $ (aj) T7fc + $ (a,) 77fc - pfc>,fc (a,-) »fc|| 
+ ||p*,l*(aJ')1'* "?*.'* (aiHI 
< 2 IKH d » t (r?, F,*) + | |$ (aj) nk - p£ (a,-) Vk\\ 
<2\\aj\\dist(rj,Ftk) + ^ ^ l l ^ l l 
Similarly, if a, e B, then let 77fc = PGh (77) € Gk , then 
| |* (Qj)»7 ~ Pfc.1, ( a , -H | < 2 ||0j-|| rfist (77, (%) + ^ ^ M 
Therefore 
| | * (™i) f ~ Pk,lk (wi) f || = | | * (a/a;-l • • • a2) $ (ai) £0 - J>klk (ajaj_i • • • a2) pfc (ai) £0 | | 
< | |$ {ai<n_x • • • a2) $ (ai) £0 - ) \ J f c (ajaj_i • • • a2) $ ( a i K 0 
+ Pk (a/Oi-i • • • a2) $ (ai) £0 - pM f c (a;a<_i • • • a2) pfc (ai) f0|| 
< | |$ (a;aj_i • • • a2) ^ - pfc|,fc (ajaf_i • • • a2) ^ | | 
+ \\pk,lk (ojaj-i • •" 02)|| | | * (ai) fo - Pk,lk ( a 0 foil 
i - i 
^ 5ZII?*.'* ( a ;" • aJ+ i) II ll$ fo) ^--i ~ ^M* (°J) f i - i II 
(max (dirt ( f i _ 1 , ^ } > d « t (tj-^Gl)) + - ^ i N i - 1 ^ 
e 
2M 
It follows that ,A*S is RFD. 
Now, it is time for stating and proving our main result about unital RFD algebras. 
T h e o r e m 3.3.1 Let A, B be unital RFD algebras and T> be a finite-dimensional C*-
algebra. Suppose ij)^ : V —> A and i/>B : V —> B are unital embeddings. Then A*B is 
42 
an RFD C*-algebra if and only if there are unital embeddings q\ : A —> IlnLi •Mfcn(C) and 




*» I | 9 1 
B *> U~=xMkrn(C) 
Proof. If A*B is an RFD algebra, then there is a unital embedding <£ : A*B —* TY^>-^ -Mfc (C) 
v v 
for a sequence {kn}'^L1 of integers. Let q\ and q2 be the restrictions of $ on A and B re-
spectively. Then the above diagram is commutative. Conversely, we may assume that A, B 
are unital subalgebras of n ^ L i •Mfc„(C) for a sequence {A;n}^L1 of integers and A~2V C\B 
are unital inclusions of C*-algebras. Since I) is a finite-dimensional C*-subalgebra, we 
can find a projection p E V and partial isometries v\,--- ,vn E T> such that v*Vi < p 
n 
and ^T,ViV* = 1 — p. Therefore, for showing A*B is RFD, it is sufficient to show that 
PAP *PVp PBP is RFD by Lemma 3.1.1 and Lemma 2.1 in [9]. Since PVP is a finite-
dimensional abelian C*-algebra. Then the desired result follows from Proposition 3.3.1. 
• 
Lemma 3.3.5 (Proposition 2.2., fSj) Let 
A2ADVCBCB 
be inclusions of C*-algebras and let A*T>B and A*x>B be the corresponding full amalgamated 
free product C*-algebras. Let A : A*D& —• A*-pB be the *-homomorphism arising via the 
universal property from the inclusions A <—»-4 and B «—>J£J. Then A is injective. 
Example 3.3.1 Suppose that A is an RFD C*-algebra andV is a unital finite-dimensional 
subalgebra of A. Then A*t>A is an RFD C*-algebra by Theorem 3.3.1. It follows that 
Mn (C) *v Mn (C) is RFD where V is a unital C*-subalgebra of Mn (C) . Therefore, from 
using Lemma 3.3.5, we can see that Theorem 2.3 in [9] is a consequence of Theorem 3.3.1. 
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Example 3.3.2 It is well-known that C* (¥2) is an RFD C*-algebras. Suppose that V is a 
unital finite-dimensional C*-subalgebra of C* (¥2). Then C* (¥2) *v C* (¥2) is RFD. 
3.4 Full Amalgamated Free Product of Unital MF-Algebras. 
The class of MF algebras include all RFD C*-algebras. Therefore it is natural to ask 
whether we have an result analogous to Theorem 3.3.1 for MF algebras. In this section, we 
will obtain a similar result of Theorem 3.3.1. To state and prove our main result, we need 
the following results. The following lemma is obviously well-known. 
Lemma 3.4.1 Suppose A = C*(xi,X2, • • •) and B =C*(j/i, J/2; • • •) are unital C*-algebras. 
Then there is a unital *-homomorphism from A to B sending each Xk to y^, if and only if, 
for each ^-polynomial P £ Cq (Xi , X2, • • • ) , we have 
\\P(x1,x2,---)\\>\\P(yi,y2,-••)]]• 
The following lemma is a generalized version of Lemma 3.3.2. 
Lemma 3.4.2 (Theorem 5.1., [38]) Suppose A is a separable unital C*-algebra, TL\, H2 are 
separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces and Wi : >l —> BiTi^ are unital ^representations 
for i = 1, 2. If, for each x S A, 
rank{ivi{x)) < rank (1T2 (x)) , 
then there is a sequence {Un} of unitary operators, Un : 7i\ —» H2, such that, for each 
x G A, 
U*ir2(x)Un-*iri{x) *-SOT 
as n —»• 00. 
The following lemma can be found in [27], which concerns some elementary and useful 
facts about elements in ultraproducts of C*-algebras and their representatives. 
Lemma 3.4.3 (Proposition 2.1, [27]) Let Ai, i S Z, be unital C*-algebras and a an ultra-
filter on Z. Then 
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a 
1. If P is a projection in \~\Ai, then there are projections Pi in Ai such that P — [(Pi)}; 
a a 
2. If P = [(Pi)], Q = [(Qi)] are in \~\Ai and all Pi, Qi are projections and ifV € Y\Ai. 
is a partial isometry with V*V — P and VV* = Q, then there are Vi in Ai such that, 
eventually along a, VfVi — Pi and ViV* = Qi; 
3. If P — [(Pi)} &Y\Ai and each Pi is a projection, and if Q is a projection in Y\Ai such 
that Q < P, then there are projection Qi € Ai with Qi < Pi, such that Q — [(Qi)] • 
To show our main result, we need the following technical results. 
Lemma 3.4.4 Let AD T> C B be unital inclusions of MF-algebras. Suppose that V is a 
finite-dimensional abelian C*-algebra generated by {zy, z%, • • • z{\ , and A is generated by 
{xi,x2--- ,zi,z2, ••zi), 
B is generated by 
{2/1,2/2,-•• ,zi,z2,---zt}. 
Let ip : A*B —> B (7{) be a faithful representation of the full amalgamated free product A*B 
on a separable Hilbert space H. Suppose that there is a sequence {&n}^Li of integers with 
unital embeddings 
oo oo 
qi : A^]jMkn(C)/^2Mkn(C), 




n = l n—1 
such that (ft (ZJ) — q2 (z^ for each 1 < i < I. Suppose q\ (x,) — [(A^)], q (yi) — [(-B[)] for 
each i 6 N and q(ZJ) = \DTA for each j 6 {1,• • • , 1} . Also assume that {Pi,- • • ,P2r} C 
C Q (Xi , • • • , X r , Zi , • • - ,Zi) satisfying 
{ X 1 , - - - , X r , Z l l - - - ) Z / } c { P i , - - - , P 2 r } , 
and{Qi,--- ,Q2r} C C Q ( Y I , - - - , Y r , Z i , - - - , Zj) satisfying 
{Ylr-- ,Yr,Zlr-- ,Zi}c{Ql,---,Q2r}, 
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for a large enough r G N. Then there are C*-algebras Ar ^ T>r C. BT, which are gen-
erated by {A\, Ar2 • • • } , {B[, B\ • • • } and {D{, • • • , £>[} respectively, such that AT * BT is 
vr 
RFD and there is a *-homomorphism pr : Ar * Br —> (p I A*B ) satisfying pf- {A\) = 
f (xi). Pr iBi) = <P (Vi) and pf [pyj = p% [pyj = ip (ZJ) as well as 
\\\Pa(Arl,---,AZ,Dl,.-.,DI)\\-\\P,(x1,---,xr,z1,---,zl)\\\<±:, 
\\\Qs(Br1,---Brr,Drl,.-- ,D\)\\ -WQsivi,--- ,yr ,«! , • • • ,*i)lll < £• 
zr 
for each 1 < s < 2r. 
l 
Proof. Suppose that z\, • • • zi are orthogonal projections with ^2 zi — I a n d 
\\xi\\ = \\Vi\\ = ! for e a c n i e N. 
From Lemma 2.1.1, we may assume that for each i G N, j G {1, • • • , / } , there are 
{AT, A ? , • • • } , {D?, D?, • • - , /? ["} and {B?, P2m , • • • } C Mkm (C) 
oo 
for each km G {fcn}£lx such that „4 and B can be embedded into FI^Li -^kn{C)/ ]C -Mfc„(C) 
n = l 
satisfying 
lim | | P ( A r , ^ . . . , J 9 r . - - - , A m ) l l - l l ^ i ^ 2 . . . ^ l ! - - - I ^ ) l l (3-3) 
m—»oo 
for any P G C Q (X 1 ; X 2 • • • , Zx> • • • Zj>, and 
lim ng(Br,B2 m . . . ,JDr,--- ,^r)ii = iiQ(j/i!z/2...^i,---,^)ii (3.4) 
for any Q G C Q ( Y J , Y 2 , • • • , Z i , • • • Zj) . 
If r is large enough, we can assume that £)j™, D™, • • • , Z?zm are orthogonal projec-
tions with Y!j=\D™ = I £ Mkm (C) for m > r by Lemma 3.4.3. If {Pi , --- , P 2 r } C 
C Q (Xi , • • • , X r , Zi , - - • , TAX) satisfying 
{ X 1 , - - - , X r , Z i , - - - , Z i } c { P i , - - - I P 2 r } (3.5) 
and {Qi, ••• , Q2r} C C Q (YX, • • • , Y r , Z I , • - - , Zj) satisfying 
{Yx, • • • , Y r , Zx, • • • , Z,} C {Qi, • • • , Q2r} (3.6), 
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then there is an integer iVr such that for Ai (Nr) = Yi Ar{,Bi (Nr) = \\ B\ for each i 6 N 
and Dj (Nr) = f ] D\ for j e {1, • • • , ! } ,we have 
r>Nr 
\WP.iAUNr),--- , i 4 r ( i V I . ) > £ > i ( i V r ) . - - - ) A ( ^ r ) ) | | - | | P a ( x 1 > . - - , a : P > Z l , - - - , z , ) | | | < 
for each 1 < s < Zr by (3.3), 
\\\Qt(Bl(Nr),..-Br(Nr),Dl(Nr),---,Dl(Nr))\\-\\Qt(yi,---,Vr,zl, 





| |Ai(JV r ) | |< l + — f o r i < i < r Zr 
\Bi(Nr)\\<l + —forl<i<r Zr 
\Di(Nr)\\ < 1 + — for 1 <i<l. Zr 
ANr = C* (A1(Nr),A2(Nr) • • • , D1(Nr), • • • , Di(Nr)), 
BNr = C* (J5i(JVr), B2(Nr) ••• , DiiNr), •••, Dt(Nr)) 









for any P eCq ( X I , X 2 • • • , Z i , • • • , Z / ) , and 
Mkr(Q 
> \\P(xi,x2--- ,zi,- •• >zO\\A*B 
x> 





> \\Q(V1,V2~- ,*!,••• ,«j)IU*B 
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for any Q € Cq (Yi , Y2 • • • , Z\, • • • , Z/). There are *-homomorphisms 
PNr : ANr -> V \A*B\ I 
pNr :^Nr -* <P\A*B\ . 
such that pfjr (Ai (Nr)) = <p (xi) , PBNr (Bi (Nr)) = <p (Vi) and p^ (Dj (Nr)) = pBNr (Dj (Nr)) = 
cp (ZJ) for i £ N and j € {1, • • - , / } by Lemma 3.4.1. It follows that there is a *-homomorphism 
PNr '• ANT * BNr - » i p [ A*B 
VNr \ V 
satisfying pNr (Ai (Nr)) = ip (XJ) and pNr (Bi (Nr)) = ip {yi) as well as pNr (Dj (Nr)) = <p (ZJ) 
for each i & N and j € {1, • • • , 1} . And we know that ANT * BNT ls a n RFD C*-algebra by 
Theorem 3.3.1. So the desired result follows if we let Ai(Nr) = A\, Bi(Nr) = B\ for i <5 N 
and Dj(Nr) = Drj for j E {1, • • • , / } . • 
The next proposition is a key ingredient for proving our main theorem. 
Proposi t ion 3.4.1 Let AD V C B be unital inclusions of MF-algebras, where T> is a finite-
dimensional abelian C*-algebra, and <p : A*B —> B (H.) be a faithful representation of the full 
amalgamated free product A*B. Suppose that V is generated by {zi,Z2, •• • zi}, A is gen-
erated by {x\,X2-•• ,z\,Z2,-•• z{\ and B is generated by {yi,y2,-• • ,z\,Z2, • • -z{\. Suppose 
0 0 
that there is a sequence {kn}^=1 of integers with unital embeddings qi : A —> rinLi -^k„ (C)/ YI -^kn (C), 
n = l 
0 0 
and g2 : B —• Yl^Li -^kn(C)/ ]C -^fcn(C) such that q\ (zi) = 92 (zi) for each 1 <i <l. Then 
n=l 
there is a sequence {tm}^=i of integers such that, for each tr G { i m } ^ = 1 , there exist se-
quences 
{X\, Xr2,---}, {Y{, Y2r, •••} and {Z[, • • • ZJ} 
in Aitr (C) and a unitary operator Wr : 7i —• (C*r)°° satisfying 
W* (X[) ( o o ) Wr -><p (xi) in SOT as r — 00 fori 6 N 
Wr* (Yf)^ Wr^<p (yi) in SOT as r -» 00 for i <E N 
and 
W; (Z[) ( o o ) Wr -»ip (zi) in SOT a s r ^ o o fori € {!,-•• ,1} 
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as well as 
\\P(Xl,x2, • • • ,zu• • • zi\\ = lim | | F ( X I X J , • • • ,Z[, • • • , ZJ)\\ 
r—•oo 
l lQG/i, i /2,--- ,*i ,-"*i)l l = Um\\Q(Y1r,Y2r,...,Z[,---,Z[)\\ 
r—*oo 
foranyPeCq,{X1,X2--- ,Zlr--Zi) and Q € C Q (Yi .Ya •• • ,Zlr--Zi). 
l 
Proof. Suppose z\, • • • zi are orthogonal projections with Yl zi = I a n d 
\\xi\\ = \\Vi\\ = 1 f°r each * € N. 
With notation as in the proof of Lemma 3.4.4, for a large enough integer r, we have 
I lift (Ai (Nr),-- • ,Ar (Nr),D1 (Nr),.- • , A (Nr))\\ - lift O n , - • ,xr,zu--- ,* , ) | | | < ±- (3.7) 
zr 
for each 1 < s < 2r, 
\\\Qt(B1(Nr),---Br(Nr),Di(Nr),--- , A (Nr))\\ - \\Qt {yu • • • ,yr,zu- • • ,Zl)\\\ < i - (3.8). 2r 
Meanwhile, there is a *-homomorphism 
VNr \ V J 
satisfying 
pNr(Ai(Nr)) = <p(xi) (3.9) 
and 
PNr(Bi{Nr)) = <p(yi) (3.10) 
as well as 
• pNr(Dj(Nr)) = <p(zj) (3.11) 
for each i € N and j G {1, • • • , 1} • Let ir^r : ANT * &Nr —• B (Wjvr) be a faithful essential 
representation of AN,. * BNT • Since 
rank (^Nr(x)) > rank {ppir (a;)) 
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for every x G A^r * &Nr a n ( i -4jvr * Bmr is an RFD C*-algebra, Lemma 3.4.2 implies 
that there is a sequence of unitary operators {U^r}m=1 c #(W, WAT,.) such that 
pNr (x) = *-SOT- lim C/^*7rNr (x) U£ (3.12) 
m—>oo 
for each x G A^r * B^r. So, for i G N and j G {1, • • • , / } , if we put 
Ein = u£**Nr(Ai(Nr))u£, 
Fin = U£**NABi(Nr))U£ 
and 
.GL = U»'*nNr(Dj{Nr))U»r, 
then, for every m G N, i G N, j G {1, • • • , /} , we have 
I K U = IKAV (A, (Nr))\\ = \\MNr)\\, 
|KII = IK^(5i(iVr))|| = ||J3i(iVr)||, 
IIG^H = ||^r(I>i(JVr))|| = ||^(iV r)|| 
and the C*-algebra C* (£?*, ^ , • • • , F f , F2m, • • • , Gf , • • • , GJ71) is an RFD C*-algebra for 
each m G N. We also get 
Elm -+ ip(xi) as m —> oo in *-SOT for z G N; 
- C -» ¥>(»») as m -^ oo in *-SOT for i G N; 
G ^ -» v(zj) as m -> oo in *-SOT for j G {1, • • • , 1} . 
by (3.12), (3.9), (3.10) and (3.11). It follows that, for a subset {ei, • • • , er} C {ei, e2 • • • }, 
there is an integer mr such that 






\GLrek ~ <p(zj)ek\\ < Yr (3.15) 
for 1 < i < r, j e {1, • • • , 1} and 1 < A; < r. 
Furthermore, by Lemma 3.2.2 and the fact that C* (E^, E^r, • • • , F^, • • - , Glmr, • • • Glmr) 
is a QD algebra (actually RFD C*-algebra), there is a projection Vr € B(H) such that 
1 
\ek - Vrek\\ < 6r for 1 < k < r (3.16) 
for 1 < i < r, j £ {1, • • • , /} , 1 < k < 






| \\PS (VrElVr, •••, rrErmVr, VrGlmVr, • • • VrGlmVr) 
1 
[Emr' ' ' ' Emr>Gmr.,- • • GmrJ 
< 2r 
for 1 < s < 2r, 
< 
l 
2r for 1 < t < 2r. 
By the definition of Elm, F}nr and Gmr, we have that 
| \\P, {VrE^Vr, ••• , VrE^Vr^rG^Vr, • • • VrGlmVr) \ 
- \\PS [Al (Nr), • - • , Ar (Nr), d (Nr) r..C, (Nr))\\ | 
< — for 1 < s < 2r 
2r ~ -
(3.20) 
| | |Q t (vrFlVr,• • • ,V r F^ r Vr,V r G l m V r , • • • VrGlmVT) 
\\Qt (Bi (JVr), • • • Br (Nr), Ci (Nr) ,..•& (Nr))\\ | 
< 2r 
for 1 < t < 2r. (3.21) 
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Let tr = dimTVft and Wr : VrH -^Ctr be an unitary. Putt ing X\ = WrVrE^VrW*, 
Y[ = WrVrF^VrW; for i e N and Z] = WrVrG3mrVrW* for j € {1, • • • , /} , and combining 





for 1 < s, t < 2r. Hence we can find a unitary Wr : H —» (Ct7")°° such that Wr is unitary 
— \ oo — 
Wr) and WrVr = Wr. It follows that, for 1 < i < r, j G {1, • • • ,1} and 
1 < A; < r, we have 
\\Wr* (Xir Wrek - JS^ejfcH < \\W? (X[)°° Wr\\ \\ek - Vrek\\ + \\Wr* (X[)°° WTVrek - Elrek\ 
W; (WrVrEiVrW;)00 Wrek - £4 r e f c 
=
 [ l +
 i)i + WV^rVrek-Einrek\\ 
< I 1 — ^  — — — 
~ 1r) 6r 6r 2 r ' 
and \W*r (Yf)00 Wrek - F^W < 1 , 
| | W ? ( ^ ) 0 ° W r e f c - ( ? B l p e f c | | < i : 
by the definition of XT, Yf and ZJ and (3,16), (3.17), (3.18) and (3.19). Combining 
the inequalities from above with (3.13), (3.14) and (3.15), it follows that, for 1 < i < r, 
j E {!,••• ,1} and 1 < k < r, 
It follows that 
WW^XirWrek-ifix^ekW < - ; 
r 
\\Wr*(YirWrek-v(yi)ek\\ < I ; 
WWtiZirWrek-ipizJekW < - . 
W; (X[) ( o o ) WT -* <p (xi) in SOT as r ^ oo 
W; (Yir)(oo) Wr -»<p (yi) in SOT a s r ^ o o 
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W* {Z])(oo) Wr -> <p (ZJ) in SOT as r -» oo 
for ieN,je{l,--- ,1} and 
\\P(xux2,-.. ,zlt... ,Zl)\\ = Km | |P (Xr ,X 2 r , - - - , Z [ , . - . ,2^)11 
r—»oo 
IIQ(yi,w,--- ,*i , - - - ,*J)II = lim | |Q(lT,F2 r ,- .- ,Z[ ; - - - ,27)11 
r—>oo 
for any P e C Q (Xi , X 2 • • • , Z 1 ; • • • , Zj) and Q € C Q (Yi , Y 2 • • • , Z i , • • • , Z,) as desired. • 
Now we are ready to show our main result in this section. 
T h e o r e m 3.4.1 Let A and B be unital MF-algebras and V be a finite-dimensional C*-
algebra. Suppose ^ L : V —* A and ip2 '• ^ "~* B are unital embeddings. Then A*B is an MF 
oo 
algebra if and only if there are unital embeddings q\ : A —• I~In^ =i ^kn (C)/ ^ Mkn (C) and 
n = l 
oo 
q2 : B —> r inLi -^fcn (C)/ 13 Mk„ (C) /or a sequence {kn}'^=l such that the following diagram 
ra=l 
commutes 
V U A 
B z n^i^(c)/E^(c) 




n = l n = l 
for a sequence {fcnj^Lj of integers. Let q\ and q2 be the restrictions of $ on *4 and /3 
respectively. Then the above diagram is commutative. 
Conversely, suppose T>, A and B are generated by sequences 
and 
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respectively with ||a;i|| = ||y;|| = \\ZJ\\ = 1 for each i 6 N and j € {1, • • • ,1}- By Remark 
3.1.1, we may assume that P is a finite-dimensional abelian C*-algebra and zi,---Z[ are 
i 
orthogonal projections with £ Zj = JT. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
t = i 
A*B is generated by a sequence {x\, x2- • • , y\, y2 • • • , zi, • • • ,zi}. Let y? : A*B —• B (H) 
be a faithful representation of full amalgamated free product A*B. Applying Proposition 
V 
3.4.1, there is a sequence {tm}m=i °f i n t e g e r s such that, for each tr £ {£m)m=i > there exist 
sequences {X{, X2, • ••} , {Y{, Y2, • ••} and {Z[, • • • , Z2} in M.tr (C) and a unitary operator 
Wr : H -* (C t r)°° such that 
W* (X[){oo) Wr -><p (xi) in SOT as r -* oo for i e N 
W; (Fi r) ( o o ) W r -> <^  (JK) in SOT as r -* oo for t 6 N 
and 
W; (2J ) ( o o ) W r — v3 (zj) in SOT as r - • oo for j € {1, • • • , 1} 
as well as 
| | P ( x l l x 2 > . . . , z 1 ) z 2 l - - - ) | | = lim \\P(Xr1,Xr2,---,Zr1,---,Zl)\\ 
r—•oo 
\\Q(vi,V2,---,*uZ2,---)\\= lim \\Q(Y1r,Y2r,---,Zl,---,Zl)\\ 
T—•OO 
for any P e Cq (X1,X2 • • • , Zi , • • • , Zj) and Q € C Q ( Y I , Y 2 • • • , Zi , • • • , Zj) . Therefore, 
we can define unital embeddings 




 qi(Xi) = [ ( ^ J U i ^ i (*,-)) = [ ( 2 j ) ] , and 9 2 ( y i ) = [{¥[)], q2^2 {Zj)) = [ ( z r ) ] 
for i € N, j € {1, • • • , / } . From the definition of full amalgamated free product, there is a 
*-homomorphism 
$ : .4*0 -> [ I M t r (C) / £ Mtr (C) 
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such that $ ( i i ) = [(XT)], $ ( w ) = [(17)], $(zj) = [ ( z j ) ] where i € N and j € {1, • • • , 1} . 
Furthermore, for any * j € C Q ( X I , X2 • • • , Y i , Y2 • • • , Zi , • • • , Zj) , we have 
II*,- ([(X{)}, [(xr2)] ••-, [(IT)] , [(IT)] • • •, [(z[)], •. •, [(z[)])|| 
= \imsup\\*j(Xr1,Xr2.•• ,Y{,Y2r-.. ,,Zl,-.. ,Z[)\\ ( c ) 
r—too r 
< | |* j ( x i , x 2 - - - ,2/1,3/2 - • • , ^ i r - - , ^ ) I U , B - (3-14) 
Meanwhile, 
*,- (wv* (x[)°° iyr, • • •, w* (Y{)°° wr, • • •, wr* (z\) °owr, • • •, w* (z\) 00wr) 
- > •$j(xi,X2--- ,2/1,2/2 ••• ,zir-- ,zl) m SOT as r - • 00, 
and therefore 
Urninf | | ^ (X[ , X2r • • • , Y{, Y2r • • • , , Z[, • • • , ^r)llMfcr(C) 
= lira inf Uij (w* (X[)°° Wr, • • • , WV* (F^)0 0 Wr,--- ,Wr* (Z\) ooWT, ••• ,Wr* (Z\) ooW^\ 
T—•OO [ \ / 
> | | * j ( x i , x 2 - - - ,2/1,2/2-•• , z i , - - - , ^ ) IU* B - (3-15) 
r> 
Combining (3.14) and (3.15), it follows that 
. | | * ( * i , S 2 - - - .2/1,3/2-- ,*! , -•• ,*i)| | = lim \\^j(Xl,Xr2---,Y{,Y2r--- ,Z[,--- ,Z[)\\ 
r—too 
for any * € C Q ( X I , • • • , Y i , • • • , Zi , • • • , Z ; ) . Then $ is a unital injective *- homomor-
phism. It follows that A*B is an MF algebra. • 
V 
Corollary 3.4.1 Let Abe a MF algebra and T> be a finite-dimensional C*-algebra. If there 
is a unital embedding q : T> —> A, then A* A is an MF algebra with respect to the embedding 
q-
Corollary 3.4.2 Let A and B be unital MF algebras and let V be the direct sume of n 
copies of the set of all complex numbers, that is, 
£> = c © c e - - - © c 
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which is the direct sum of n copies of the set of complex numbers. Suppose ipA : T> —* A 
and ipB :T> —*• B are unital embeddings. If tpA and ifiB can be extended to unital embeddings 
^A '• -Mn (C) —* A and ij)B : M.n (C) —» B respectively, then A*B is an MF algebra. 
Proof. Let 
£i = i © o © - - - © o , . E 2 : = o e i © o © - - - © o , - - - , £ n = o e o © - - - © o e i 
in V. Then V —CEi H \-CEn. Suppose C*-algebras A and B are generated by sequences 
{xux2--- ,i>A(Ei),--- ,ipA(En)} 
and 
{yi, 2/2 • • • , ^ B (Ei), • • • , ipB {En)} 
respectively. Without loss of generality, we may assume that .4 and B can be embedded as 
unital C*-subalgebras of f|^=1 -Mfcm(C)/ ^ZM^CC) for a sequence {fc m }^ = 1 of integers 
with sequences 
{A?,A?,---},{CT,---,C?} and {B?, B?, • • • } , {D?, • • • , D%} C Mkm (C) 
for each km G {&ra}^li satisfying 
lim \\P(A?,A?...,CT,~',C?)\\ = \\P(xi,x2 ...^A{Ei),-.-^A{En))\\ 
m—»oo 
for any P G C Q ( X X , X 2 • • • , Zi , • • • , Z„), and 
lim \\Q(B?,B?...,D?,---,DZ)\\ = \\Q(yi,y2---^B(Ei),-.-,i>B(En))\\ 
m—KX> 
for any Q G C Q ( Y I , Y2, • • • , Zi, • • • , Z n ) . Since the images of ipA (Ei), • • • ,ifiA (En) under 
the embedding from A to n ~ = i Mkm(C)/ EMkm(C) are [(CT)], • • • , [(C™)] and r/,A can 
be extended to a unital embedding ipA : Mn (C) —• A, it follows that there are partial 
isometries [(*?")], • • • , [ 0 O 1 in C = I ^ L ( C ) / E ^ U ( C ) such that [(V3m))* [(Vsm)} = 
[(CX1)] and [(V;m)] [(ysm)]* = [(C™)] for each s G {1, • • • , n} . By Lemma 3.4.3, we may 
assume that , C™ G Mhm(C) is a projection for each ra G N and s G {!,-•• ,n} We 
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may conclude further that, when km is large enough, V™ is a partial isometry such that 
Vrn*yrn = Cm a n d yrnym* = c™ for 1 < s < n in Mkm (C) by Lemma 3.4.3. So it 
follows that Cf1 is equivalent to C™ in Mkni(C) for 1 < s < n and £ C™ = 7, C f C f = 0 
for 1 < i ^ j < n. Similarly, we can assume that D™ is a projection in M.km(£) for 
1 < s < n. When km is large enough, we conclude that D™ is equivalent to D™ for each 
1 < s < n, £ " = 1 Df = I and D^Df = 0 as 1 < i ^ j < n in Mkrn(C). Hence, there 
exists an integer K such that, for each km > K, there exists a unitary Um € -Mkm (C) 
satisfying umC™Um* = Df for each s € {1,2, • • • ,n} in Mkrn(£). It follows that there 
is a unitary [(Um)} € n ~ = i A<fc m (C) /£M f c m (C) satisfying [(£/-)] [(Cf1)] [(C/m)]* = p f l 
for 1 < i < n. Now we define embeddings 
qi:A^HMkrn(C)/ZMkm(C) 
m=X 
for 1 < j < n and so that
 qi (xi) = {(Um)} [(AT)} [(Um)T for i e N 1 ? 1 (Vu (*;)) = [ ( l > f )" 
oo 
fori < j < n. It is clear that the 
m = l 
so that q2 (yi) = [ ( £ - ) ] for t € N, q2 (Vs («i)) = [ ( ^ f ) 
following diagram is commutative 
V . U A 
i>B i |«i 
B ^ U^Mkm(C)/EMkm(C) 
So *4*# is MF by Theorem 3.4.1. • 
v 
We conclude this section with a result about UHF algebras. Actually, we are able to 
revise Theorem 3.4.1 and give a better necessary and sufficient condition for UHF algebras. 
First, we need two lemmas below. 
Defini t ion 3.4.1 Suppose that A and B are separable unital C*-algebras. Let e > 0 and 
{x\,- • • ,xn} C A. Then we say 
{xi,--- ,xn} Ce B 
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if we can find {yx, • • • ,yn} C B and unital faithful ^representations p 1 : A —> B(Ti) and 
p2 : B —» B(H) on a Hilbert space Ti such that 
max\\pi(xi)-p2(yi)\\<e 
l<t<n 
Lemma 3.4.5 (Lemma 3.3.1 [42]) Suppose that A is a separable C*-algebra. Assume for 
every x\, • • • ,xn in A and every e > 0, there is an MF algebra Ai such that 
Then A is also an MF algebra. 
The following lemma is a well-known characterization of AF algebras. 
Lemma 3.4.6 A C*-algebra A is AF if and only if it is separable and for all e > 0 
and x\,- • • ,xn in A, there exists a finite-dimensional C*-subalgebra B of A such that 
dist(xi,B) < e for 1 < i < n. Moreover, if Ai is a finite dimensional subalgebra of A, 
then we may choose B so that it contains A\. 
Inspired by Theorem 4.2 in [3], Lemma 3.4.6 and the fact that UHF algebras are simple 
with unique tracial state, we are able to generalize Theorem 4.2 in [3] and give a better 
result than Theorem 3.4.1 in UHF case. 
Theorem 3.4.2 Suppose that V is a finite-dimensional C*-algebra and A, B are UHF 
algebras. Let A.4 : V —> A and Ag : V —» B be unital embeddings. Then a full free product 
A*B of A and B with amalgamation over T> is an MF algebra if and only if 
TA ° ^A — TB ° ^B 
where TA and r g are unique tracial states on A and B respectively. 
Proof. From the fact that every MF algebra has a tracial state and A, B have unique 
tracial states, one direction of the proof is obvious. On the other hand, we may assume that 
A 3 V C B. Since there are embeddings a A • A —>A*B and UQ : B —>A*B such that A*B 
- -
 b
 v v v 
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is generated by a A (A) U OQ (B) by the definition of the full amalgamated free product of 
unital C*-algebras, we have that the *-algebra generated by a A (.4)U<7B (B) is dense in A*B. 
Suppose that hi, h-i, • • • ,hn are elements in the *-algebra generated by a A (A) U o& (IS). If 
we are able to show that {hi,--- ,hn] C€ Mi for an MF algebra Mi, then A*B is MF 
by Lemma 3.4.5. Since every element in the *-algebra generated by a A (-4) U GQ (B) is 
the linear combination of the elements in the form xij/i • • • xmym where xi 6 o\A (A) and 
Vi € O"B (B), without loss of generality, we may assume that hi — x\y\ • • • xlm.ylm. where 
x\ € A and y\ € B for i — 1,2, • • • , n. 
Let M e N. By Lemma 3.4.6, there is a C*-subalgebra Ai of A such that Ai is 
isomorphic to Mnk (C) for some n,k E.N and 
Moreover, we may assume that A .4 (V) C .4 by Lemma 3.4.6 since V is a finite-dimensional 
C*-algebra. Similarly, there is a C*-subalgebra Bi of B such that Bi is isomorphic to 
.Mm! (C) for some m, I € N and 
{»!»••• ,1/m,,--- , » " , - • • , y ^ „ } c ^ S i . 
Meanwhile, we may assume that As (2?) C B. Since T^|-p = ^ B I D , T.AI^! = i~nk and r g ^ = 
Tmi where Tnk and rmi are faithful tracial states on Mnk (C) and -Mmi (C) respectively, 
we have Tnk\t> = Tmi|x>. Therefore Lemma 3.1.2 implies that the full amalgamated free 
product Mi = Ai*Bi with amalgamation over V is an RFD C*-algebra (therefore it is 
MF) which can be embedded into A*B by Lemma 3.3.5. Therefore we can find a\,-- • , alm. 
€ Ai satisfying | |x| — a\\\ < e/M and b\,••• ,blmi e Bi satisfying \\y] — b]\\ < e/M for each 
i E {1, • • • , n} , I e {1, • • • , mi} such that, when M is large enough, we have 
\\hi - a\b\ • • • aln.bi,. || = ||xiyj • • • x^.y^. - a\b\ • • • a^.b^ || < e 
If we let Mi — Ai*Bi, then {hi, • • • , hn} Ce Mi as desired. • 
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Chapter 4 
Reduced Amalgamated Free 
Product of Full Matrix Algebras 
4.1 The Construction of The Reduced Amalgamated Free 
Product and Preliminaries. 
In [62] Voiculescu introduced the noncommutative probabilistic theory of freeness together 
with the notion of reduced amalgamated free products of C*-algebras. The simplest case 
is amalgamation over the complex numbers, which was considered independently by Avit-
zour in [4]. The free product construction is everywhere in the C*-literature these days. 
The concepts of amalgamated free product play an important role in the recent study of 
C*-algebras [44], [21], [22]. In [42], Shen showed that a reduced free product of finite-
dimensional C*-algebras with faithful tracial states is MF. More generally, Shen proved 
that a reduced free product of unital separable AH algebras with faithful tracial states is 
an MF algebra. Therefore, it is natural to ask: Can we extend these results to a reduced 
amalgamated free product of finite-dimensional C*-algebras? The situation in this case is 
more complicated. In this section, we shall concentrate on the reduced amalgamated free 
product of two full matrix algebras. We shall show that a reduced free product of two full 
matrix algebras amalgamation over a finite-dimensional C*-algebras is an MF algebra. 
Before explaining the definition of reduced amalgamated free products of C*-algebras, 
we would like to recall the definition of a completely positive map. 
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Definition 4.1.1 A map ip from a unital C*-algebra A to a (not necessarily unital) C*-
algebra B is said to be completely positive if ipn : Mn (A) —» Ain (B) defined by 
<Pn([aij]) = [piaij)] 
is positive (i.e. maps positive matrices to positive matrices) for every n G N. We use c.c.p 
to abbreviate "contractive completely positive ". 
Now, we are ready to give the definition of the conditional expectation of C*-algebras. 
Definition 4.1.2 Let B be a unital C*-subalgebra of a unital C*-algebra A. A projection 
from A onto B is a linear map E : A—* B such that E (b) — b for every b G B. A conditional 
expectation from A onto B is a c.c.p. projection E from A onto B such that E (bxb') = 
bE (x) b' for every x € A and b, b' G B (i.e. E is a B-bimodule map). 
To understand the conditional expectation from a unital C*-algebra A onto a unital 
C*-subalgebra B, we will list the following equivalent definitions given by Tomiyama, which 
are easier to verify than original definition. 
Theorem 4.1.1 (Tomiyama). Let B be a unital C*-subalgebra of a unital C*-algebra A 
and E be a linear map from A onto B. Then, the following are equivalent: 
1. E is a conditional expectation; 
2. E is c.c.p.; 
3. E is contractive. 
With concepts and notations from the above, we are ready to present a summary of the 
definition of reduced amalgamated free product of unital C*-algebras. Let I be an index set. 
Card(7) > 2. Let B be a unital C*-algebra, and for each i G / , we have a unital C*-algebra 
Ai, which contains a copy of B as a unital C*-subalgebra. We also suppose that for each 
i G / , there is a conditional expectation E{ : Ai —> B, satisfying 
Va G Ai with a ^ 0,3x G A such that Ei (x*a*ax) ^ 0 (1). 
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The conditional expectations which satisfy (1) are called non-degenerated. The reduced 
amalgamated free product of (Ai, E{) is denoted by 
(A,E) = *i€i{Ai,Ei). 
If B T^C, the construction depends on the theory of Hilbert C*-modules; see Lance's 
book [50] for a good general reference. However, if B =C, then all the Hilbert C*-modules 
considered below become simply Hilbert spaces. 
Let Mi = I? (Ai, Ei) be the right Hilbert S-module obtained from Ai by separation and 
completion with respect to the norm ||a|| = | | ( a , a ) M . || , where (a\,a2)M. — Ei(a\a,2). 
Note that this inner product is conjugate linear in the first variable. Then the linear 
space C (Mi) of all adjointable i3-module operators on Mi is actually a C*-algebra and we 
have a representation Wi : Ai —* C (Mi) defined by 7Tj (a) a' = aa', where by a we denote 
the element of Mi, corresponding to a € Ai. i^i is faithful by condition (1). Notice that 
7r;|e : B —> C(Mi) makes Mi a Hilbert B-B bimodule. In this construction, we have the 
specified element £f = IA{ 6 Mj. We call the triple (7Tj,M;,£j) the KSGNS representation 
of (Ai,Ei) i.e. (ni,Mi,€i) = KSGNS (Ai,E{) (KSGNS stands for Kasparov, Steinspring, 
Gel'fand, Naimark, Segal). We will also let K(Mi) denote the C*-subalgebra (in fact, the 
ideal) of L(Mi) generated by the collection of all operators of the form 0XtV for x,y G Mi, 
given by 8x,y(e) = X(V-,&)M • ^ o r e v e r v i € I, ^ ^ € £(Mi) is the projection onto the 
Hilbert S-B-subbimodule ^B of Mi, and it follows that ^{B is a complemented submodule 
of Mi. Therefore, if P? = / - % , f . , then -K{ (b) P° = P°-K{ (b) € C (Mi) for each beB.We 
define M° = P°Mi. If we view £ = lg as an element of the Hilbert B-B bimodule B, we 
define 
M = &® © Mz° ®B Afj° ®B • • • ®s Ml (2) 
n£N,(i ,— ,/„€/ 
where ®$ means interior tensor product (see Lance's book [50]). The Hilbert B-B bimod-
ule M constructed above is called the free product {Mj : i E 1} with respect to vectors 
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{£i : i 6 / } and is defined by (M, £) = * i e / (Mi, £ J . For each i € J set 
M(i) = r}iB® 0 M/J ® B M,° ®B • • • ®B Ml (3) 
neN.Zi,—,(„£/ 
' l ? ! ' 2 . ' 2 / , 3 . - - - . i n - l / , " ' o n d ' l / » 
where 7?j = 1 B € # . We define a unitary operator 
Vi :Mi®BM (i) -» M 
given on elementary tensors by: 
fc] ® foil ~ £, 
M ® [Vi] ^ C, where c € M? C M 
[fi] ® fci ® •' • ® Cn] "-• ?i ® • • • ® <Tn, where <j,- 6 M,° and 
[c] ® [<Ti <8> • • • ® <Tn] •-» T (8> Ci ® • • • <S» ?n , where <r € M° and <Tj 6 M,° with 
Let X( : Ai —> £ (M) be the *-homomorphism given by Ai (a) = Vi {•Ki (a) (g) / ) V*. Xi 
defines a left action of Ai on M. Condition (1) implies that Aj is injective. Then A is defined 
as the C*-subalgebra of £ (M), generated by U,
€
/Aj (Ai), and E : A —> B is the conditional 
expectation, given by E (a) = ( £ , a ( £ ) ) M . Note that if b G B, then Ai (6) € £ ( M ) does 
not depend on i. Xi (b) gives the left action of B on M. Because of condition (1) for 
each t 6 / w e have unital embeddings Ai —> .4., which come from the *-homomorphisms 
Ai : Ai —> £ ( M ) . We will denote by TT the representation 7r : A —+ £ (M) arising from 
the reduced amalgamated free product construction. We actually have that (n,M, £) = 
KSGNS{A,E). 
Set .4? = Ai D ker (£»). For a e A°,<;J € M°. with i i , • • • ,in € / , n > 2, and ij 7^  ij+i 
we have 
Ai (a) (<ri ® • • • ® ?«) 
_ f a ® <n ® ••• ®<rn ifi^h 
I (« (?l) - £ix (f ix. a (?l))) ® ^ 2 <8> • • • ® <Tn + 7fi2 ((£ti > a fcl))) C2 ® • • • ® ?n, if i = h 
We will omit writing Ai and iTi if this leads to no confusion. 
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Defini t ion 4.1.3 The reduced amalgamated free product (A,E) = *o(Ai,Ei) is the C*-
subalgebra of 13 (H) generated by U,ejAj (Ai). 
From now on, we denote the reduced free product of unital C*-algebras A and B amalga-
mated over V with respect to conditional expectations E\ and Ei by (A, E{) *p (B, E2). It 
is important to note that E (x) — (£, x£) defines a conditional expectation from *£> (Ai, Ei) 
onto V. And direct calculation shows that Ei — EoXi on Ai. Also, A* is injective because Ei 
is non-degenerated, hence we often omit Aj and view Ai as a subalgebra of A. The following 
is a fundamental property of the reduced amalgamated free product: 
L e m m a 4.1.1 Let I G T> C Ai be unital C*-algebras with non-degenerate conditional ex-
pectations Ei from Ai onto T>, and let (A, E) = *x> (.4^, Ei). 
1. There is an inclusion I G T> C A and a non-degenerate conditional expectation E : 
A^V. 
2. We have inclusions V C Ai C A which are compatible on T>, and A is generated by 
UAi as a C*-algebra. 
3. We have E\j±i = Ei for every i, and the C*-subalgebras Ai are free over T> in (A, E). 
Namely, E (a\ • • • an) — 0 for every aj € A°. with i\ ^ • • • ^  in. 
Moreover, the above conditions uniquely characterize the reduced amalgamated free prod-
uct (A, E). 
The following lemma is similar to Lemma 3.1.1. It is well-known, but we will run through 
an argument for the sake of completeness. 
L e m m a 4.1.2 Let A~3T>CBbe unital inclusions of unital C*-algebras. Suppose that M. 
is the reduced amalgamated free product {A,E\) *x> (B, E2) with respect to the conditional 
expectations E\ and E% from A and B onto T> respectively. Suppose that there is a projection 
p G T> and there are partial isometrics v\, • • • , vn G T> such that v*Vi < p and Y17=i vivt = 
I-p. Then 
pMp = (pAp, Ei\pAp) *pVp (pBp, E2\PBP) • 
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Proof. Suppose E — E]_ * E2 is the conditional expectation from M onto V such that 
E\A = Ei and E\B = £2. Since M is generated by A and B and X)"=o vivt = ^ > w e t a ^ e a m / 
word aibi • • -a^bk € M and interpose Y17=0ViVi between all letters djbj and bjaj+i in this 
word. Now compress by p, so we have that pMp is generated by pAp and p#p. It is clear 
that pAp and pBp are free with amalgamation over pT>p with respect to the restriction of 
E to pMp. So by Lemma 4.1.1, we have that pMp — (pAp, Ei\p^p) *p-pp (pBp, .E I^pBp) • • 
Lemma 4.1.3 (Theorem 3.4-1, [42]) Suppose that {Ai : i — 1, • • • , n} is a family of unital 
separable AH (approximately homogeneous) algebras with faithful tracial state Ti for i € 
{ l , - - ,n}. Then 
*red ' ' ' *red \-Ani Tn) 
is an MF algebra. 
Now, we are able to obtain our first result about a reduced amalgamated free product 
of two finite-dimensional C*-algebras. 
Theorem 4.1.2 Suppose that k,n,m € N. If Mk (C) can be unitally embedded as a unital 
C*-subalgebra of Mn (C) and Mm (C) respectively, then there are two conditional expecta-
tions Ei and E2 from Mn (C) and Mm (C) onto Mk (C) such that (Mn (C), E\) *Mk{C) 
{Mm (C) , E2) is MF. 
Proof. Since Mk (C) can be unitally embedded into Mn (C) and Mm (C) , by Lemma 
6.6.3 in [48], we have that Mn (C) = Mk (C)<g>M« (C) and Mm (C) = Mk [C)®Mm (C) . 
Suppose Ti and T2 are faithful tracial states o n M » (C) and Ma (C) . Let Ei = icJfc (g> r i 
and E2 = idk ® T2 where idfc is the identity map on Mk (C) . Then, S i and £3 are con-
tractions. Therefore, by Lemma 4.1.1, Ei and Ei are two conditional expectations from 
Mk (C) ® Mri (C) and Mk (C) ® - M s (C) onto A** (C). Let M = (Mn (C) , Ei) *Mk{C) 
(Mm (C) , E2) • Since, for one-dimensional projection p 6 Mk (C) , we can find partial isome-
tries i>i, • • • , Vk-\ € Mk (C) such that v*vt — p and X)j=i vivi ~ -^ ~P, so, by Lemma 4.1.2, 
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we have 
pMp = (pMn (C) p, Ei\pMn(c)p) *pVp (pMm (C) p, E2\pMm{C)p) 
^ ( M » ( C ) , r 1 ) * ( ^ f (C),r2) 
Combining with Lemma 4.1.3 and Remark 3.1.1, we conclude that 
(Mn(C),E1)*Mk{c)(Mm(C),E2) 
is an MF algebra as desired. • 
4.2 Main result 
Since full matrix algebras have a very good construction, it is not hard to show that a 
reduced free product of two full matrix algebras amalgamated over a full matrix subalgebra 
is an MF algebra (Theorem 4.1.2). When we substitute a finite-dimensional C*-subalgebra 
for a full matrix subalgebra, the situation becomes complicated. Our main result in this 
section follows: 
Theorem 4.2.1 Let T> C M.k (C) be a unital finite-dimensional C -algebra. Then there is 
a conditional expectation E : Mk (C) —» T> from hA\. (C) onto T> such that (A4k (C) , E) *p 
(Mk (C) , E) is MF. 
For showing it, we need to reduce it to a easier case. We also need some technical 
lemmas 
L e m m a 4.2.1 (Proposition 3.3.6, [7]) If A and B are MF algebras and one of them is 
nuclear, then A®B is MF. 
L e m m a 4.2.2 Suppose P\,P2 & Mk (C) are orthogonal projections with P\+ Pi = I and 
rank (Pi) — k\, rank (P2) = k%. Then there is a C*-subalgebra M of(Mkl (C) *red Mk2 (C))<8> 
Mk(C) such that Mn (I <S> Mk {€)) = C ( / ® P i ) ©C(/<8>P2) and M is isomorphic to 
Mk (C) . 
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Proof. Let T\ be a faithful tracial state on Mkx (C) *red -Mk2 (C) obtained from faithful 
tracial states on Mkx (C) and Mk2 (C) and T2 be the unique faithful tracial state on Mk (C). 
Then the state r = T\ <g> r2 is a faithful tracial state on (Mkx (C) *red Mk2 (C)) ® Mk (C) . 
Let {e j j }^ . = 1 , {ffij}^-=1 and {/»j}*j-=1be systems of matrix units of Mkx (C) , .Mjfc2 (C) and 
Mk (C) respectively. So we have 
= r (#,- ® P2) 
where J is the identity in Mkt (C) *re<2 -Mfc2 (C) . Therefore we can find a partial isometry 
Vt e (Mkl (C) 
*red Mk2 (C)) <8) .M* satisfying 
V*Vi = e« ® Pi , ViVJ* =
 ffii ® P 2 for i € {1, • • • , fci} . 
Therefore the C*-subalgebra M of 
(Mkl (C) * r e d Mfc2 (C)) ® Mk (C) 
generated by Mkx ® Pi , -A4fc2 ® P 2 and Vi is isomorphic to the full matrix algebra Mk (C) 
and it is clear that 
Mn (i ® 7Wfc (C)) = c (/ ® Pi) e c (/ ® p2). 
m 
First, we shall consider an easy case. Although this case is simple, it will be the key for 
showing our main result. 
Proposi t ion 4.2.1 Let T> be a two-dimensional abelian C*-algebra which can be embedded 
into Mk (C) for some k 6 N. Then there is a conditional expectation E : Mk (C) —*• T> such 
that the reduced amalgamated free product (Mk (C) , E) * (Mk (C) , E) is an MF algebra. 
Proof. Suppose V is generated by Pi and P% where P i , P 2 G Mk (C) are orthogonal 
projections with Pi + P 2 = / and rank (Pi) = ki, rank (P2) = k2. Since C* (W2) *Ted 
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M-ki (C) *red M.k2 (C) is isomorphic to 
c; (z) *red c; (z) *red Mkl (c) *red Mk2 (c) 
and C* (Z), A ^ (C) (i = 1,2) are AH algebras, then, by Lemma 4.2.1 and 4.1.3, we have 
(Cr* (F2) * r e d M f c l (C) *red Mk2 (C)) ® 7Wfc (C) 
is an MF algebra. Let T\ be a faithful tracial state on C* (F2) *red Mkl (C) *red .Mfc2 (C) 
and r 2 be the unique faithful tracial state on Mk (C). Then the state 
r = T\ ® r 2 
is a faithful tracial state on 
(Cr* (F2) *red A<fcl (C) *red Mk2 (C)) ® A<fc (C) . 
From Lemma 4.2.2, we can find a C*-subalgebra Mi of 
{Mkl (C) *red Mk2 (C)) ® <Mfc (C) 
which is isomorphic to the full matrix algebra Mk (C) with 
Mi<T\ (I ® At* (C)) = C (7 ® PO 0 C ( / ® P 2 ) . 
It is clear that the C*-algebra C (I ® Pi) ©C (7 ® P2) is isomorphic to P . So we can identify 
V with C (I ® Pi) © C (I ® P 2 ) . Let 
£/ = C/i ® Pi + £/2 ® ^2 € Cr* (F2) ® Mk (C) 
where £/i and J72 are two free Haar unitaries in C* (F 2 ) . Let M2—UM1U*. Then .M2 is a 
C*-subalgebra of 
(c; (F2) *red Mkl (c) *red x f c 2 (O) ® Mk (c) 
which is isomorphic to Mk (C). Since 
U (I ® Pi) [/* = C/1/C/1 ® Pi = / ® Pi 
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and 
U(I®P2)U* = U2IUo*®P2 = I®P2, 
we have UDU* = D for every D € V = C (/ ® P{) + C (J ® P2) . Therefore T> C Mi Q 
C* (MUM2). It is clear that C* (Mi, M2) is a C*-subalgebraof (Cr* (F2) *red Mkl (C) * r e d Mk2 (C))® 
•Mfc (C) , therefore it is MF. Suppose E : C* (Mi,M2) —» T> is the linear map defined by 
for A € C* (-Mi,A^2) • Then, by Lemma 4.1.1, E is a conditional expectation since E is 
contractive. Suppose E : Mk (C) —> X> is the conditional expectation denned by E (A) = 
Y2i=i
 T (P)Tk (A Pi) ft ^or -^ ^ -M* (^) w n e r e Tfc i s the normalized tracial state on .Mfc (C). 
From Lemma 4.1.1, for showing 
C* (Mu M2) = (Mk (C) , E) *v (Mk (C) , E), 
it will suffice to show that, for any reduced word T\T2---Tn satisfying Tj 6 Mi- with 
h^l2^---^ln,E (Tj) = 0 and h, • • - , * „ € {1,2} , we have £ (TXT2 • • • Tn) = 0. 
Let 
Xi = X$ + * g + (/ ® Pi) X g (/ ® P2) + (/ ®'P2) J ^ i ( ' ® p 0 
€ ( M ^ (C) * r e d M fc2 (C)) ®Mk (C) 
with 
*{? = 4? ® Pi = £ a:Slt®/slt 
S l = l , t = l 
where 4 i G A f^cj (C) and x^Sl — 4 \ > x(^t = 0 if si ^ £, and 
S2=fc,/l=fc 
*22 = 4*2 ®P2= Yl Xs*h ® fs*h 
S2=kx+\,h=ki+\ 
where XsJS2 — x22, zvft = ^ ^ S2 ^ ^> an<^ 
Sl=fci,S2=fc 
( / ® P I ) X « ( / ® P 2 ) = J2 x«S2®/slS2 
Si=l,S2=fcl+l 
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as well as 
and let 
(7 ® P2) X® (I ® Pi) = J2 x W , ® / W l , 
y = y « + y ^ + (/ ® Pi) 1 $ (J ® ft) + (/ ® ft) l ^ ? ( 7 ® ft) 
6 CMfcl (C) * r e d Mk2 (C)) ® M f c (C) 
with 
y « = i/S? ® ft = j ; ySlt ® /. l t 
Sl=l , t = l 
where y l ^ = y g , y£t = 0 if si ^ t, and 
^22° = 3/22 ® ft = Y, y^h ® /-afc 
where y ^ = y g , yS2h = 0 if s2 ^ h, and 




(I ® Pa) y « (/ ® Pi) = • 53 y«
 x ® /S2S1. 
E {UXiU*) = E (Yi) = 0 
for every i € {1, • • • , n } . Then, by the definition of E, we have that 
T (xfi ® P i ) = r (41 ® P i ) = r ( y g ® P 2 ) = r ( y g ® P 2 ) = 0 
for each i E {1, • • • , n) . We want to show that , for a reduced word 
UX1U*YlUX2U*Y2 • • • UXnU*Yn, 
we have 
E {UXlU*Y1UX2U*Y2 • • • UXnU*Yn) = 0. 
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Since 
UX1U*YlUX2U*Y2 • • • UXnU*Yn 
= An + A22 + (J ® Pi) Au {I ® P2) + {I® P2) A21 (J ® Pi) 
where An = (I ® Pi) An (I ® Pi ) , A22 = (/ ® P2) A22 (I ® P2), and 
J2 (u, ®
 Pl) x[)l {u*h ® ph) YJZ • • • x ^ i j n (u;n ® p in) Yjnl 
*1,— .*n-l Jl,— Jn€{l ,2} 
as well as 
53 (u2 ® P2) *g> (i$ ® p*) r i in • • • x£>iiB ( i£ ® pJn) Yjn2, 
*1,— i » n - l j l , - ,Jn£{l,2} 
it follows that 
£ (C/XiC/*FiC/X2t/*r2 • • • UXnU*Yn) = V — — - — r ( A i ) . 
^ r ( / (gi P ^ 
To show 
£ (t /XiC/*yit/X2[/*F2 • • • UXnU*Yn) = 0, 
it is enough to show that 
T ( A U ) = T ( A 2 2 ) = 0. 
Therefore it is enough to prove 
r ( ( t / i ® Pi) X g j (17? ® P*) 1 $ • •" * £ ! j , (Uk ® ^ ) ^ ) 
= r ((c/2 ® p2) xg j ( ^ ® p i t) yilix • • • x ^ _ d n (u;n ® p,„) r i n 2) = o 
for ih--- , i n - i , j i , ••• ,jn € {1,2}. Let 
(f/i ® Pi) x[)l {u*x ® p i :) 1 $ • • • {uin_x ® P„_0 x \ : \ i j n (u;n ® pJn) y w 
= ^ rst ® /st 





-= E E £ ^^^^-^- i^^^Sm 
S2=fcl+lSl = l j ' l , - J » , t l , - . * n - l G { l , 2 } 
for m G {1, • • • , fci} . Since 
r ((J7!® ft)xg; (eft ®pix) ^ S • • • ( ^ ®Pin_J * £ i n (ui ®pjn) Y£>) 
fci .. 
=
 E jtTi (Tmrn) -
m—l 
it is enough to show that 
n (u,xWSju*hyVSii • • • uin_lX%liSjnu*Jj;lm) = o 
in c; (F2) *red (M f c l (C) *red -Mfc2 (C)). 
Claim rx ( c U B ^ I ^ • • • ^ - ^ ^ 2 / g m ) = 0 
Proof of Claim Let k denote the total number of elements in 
which have non-zero trace value. If fc = 0, then the trace of every element in 
IxW -•• x ( n ) vW ••• v<n> \ 
is zero. It follows that 
since 
t r f l U*hy^]s. •••Uin lX&> a. Wy^m 
is a reduced word in C* (F2) *red{Mkx (C) *red jMfe2 (C)). Assume that k = 1, it implies that 
there is t € N such that T\ \xli' _ SjtJ or T\ \Vsjtsit J is non-zero. It follows that Sjt_1 ^ sJt or 
5Jt ^ Sit. Without Loss of generality, we may assume that T\ (ySjtsit) 7^  0, 1 = jt j^ it — 2 
o 
and yi%2 — yi%2 - T1 (yl%2) • Therefore we have 
o 
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It is easy to see that 
Uixg]Sh C f t y g ) ^ • • • C/ryW 2C/2 - • • ^ - i < ) _ 1 . / n % « J £ m 
and UixQs^U^yQs^ • • • U{U2 • • • ^ n - i ^ ^ ^ ^ y i " ^ ™ are reduced words with k = 0 for 
each of them, and therefore 
= n ( ^ a ^ ^ x ^ •••^^•••^-i<)_1.,B^»a»)=°-
By a similar argument, if A; > 2, we can decompose Uixikl^U^yi)^ • • • ^ n - i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m 
as a sum of two reduced words in C* (F2) *red (At^u (C) *red Mk2 (C)) such that the total 
numbers of elements with non-zero trace equal to fc — 1. Since A; is a finite number for each 
reduced word in the form 
it follows that we can decompose Uix^^JJ^yiy^ • • • ^ t „ _ i Z ^ _ l S i n ^ 2 / £ V m as a sum of 
finitely many reduced words with A; = 0. Therefore the trace of each summand is 0. It 
follows that 
n (u^u;^ •••uin_At^nu;nyifnm) =0. 
This completes the proof of the claim. 
Using same argument for other types of reduced word, we conclude that Mk (C) *x> 
Mk (C) is isomorphic to the C*-subalgebra C* (M\,Mi) in (C* (F2) *red Mkt (C) *red Mk2 (C))® 
Mk (C) . So it follows that Mk (C) *x> Mk (C) is an MF algebra. • 
Although the above proposition is stated for a two-dimensional abelian C*-subalgebra, 
similar results hold for any finite-dimensional abelian C*-subalgebras by using a similar 
argument. We state this as a corollary. 
Coro l l a ry 4.2.1 Suppose that V is a finite-dimensional abelian C*-algebra which can be 
embedded into Mk (C). Then there is a conditional expectation E : Mk (C) —• T> such that 
the reduced amalgamated free product {Mk (C) , E) * (Mk (C) , E) is an MF algebra. 
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Prom the above argument, we are ready to prove our main result. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2.1 Suppose P\t • • • ,Pt are central projections of V. Then we 
can define a conditional expectation E : Mk (C) —• V by E (A) — ]T)'=1 T }p.\Tk (APi) Pi 
where rk is the normalized trace on Mk (C) . Let qi be a minimal projection in P{D for 
each i E {1, • • • , t} . Define p = Yll=i Qi- Then there are partial isometries v\, • • • , vn & V 
with v*Vi < p and Y17=i viv* — 1 — P for some n E N. So, by Lemma 4.1.2 and Remark 
3.1.1, it suffices to show that (pMk (C)p,^|p A 1 j t(c)p) *PvP (pMk (<C) P, E\PMk(C)P) i s an MF 
algebra. Note that pVp is a finite-dimensional abelian C*-algebra. Therefore, without loss 
of generality, we may assume that V is abelian. Hence by Theorem 4.2.1, it is easy to 









For a great many years, there has been a lot of work on extending the Stone-Weierstrass 
theorem to C*-algebras [1], [2], [12], [13], [14], [23], [30], [49], [52], [55], [56], [57]. Consider 
a compact Hausdorff space X, and the set C (X) of continuous complex-valued functions 
on X. Consider also a subset A of C(X) which is an algebra, and which is closed in the 
uniform topology of C (X), which contains the constant functions. Such an algebra A is 
called self-adjoint if the complex conjugate of each function in A is in A. The classical 
Stone-Weierstrass Theorem states that if A is self-adjoint and contains sufficiently many 
functions to distinguish points of X, then A = C(X). A question comes up. Is it possible 
to extend classical Stone-Weierstrass Theorem to C*-algebras? The basic idea is to let X 
be a subset of the set of states on a C*-algebra A and to identify A as a linear subspace of 
C (X). The Stone-Weierstrass problem for A and X is whether each unital C*-subalgebra 
B of A that separates the points of X must be A. An affirmative answer was given by J. 
Glimm [30] in the case in which X is the weak*-closure of the set of pure states on A. Popa 
[55] and Longo [52] independently gave an affirmative answer for the case in which A is 
separable and X is the set of factor states on A. Although much progress has been made, 
the case in which X is the set of pure states on A is still unsolved. 
The following classical result is E.Bishop's generalization of the Stone-Weierstrass the-
orem. Recall that a non-empty subset 5 of X is said to be .A-antisymmetric if whenever 
h £ A and h is real-valued on S, then h is constant on S. 
Theorem 5.0.2 (Bishop's Theorem, in [6]) Suppose that A is closed in C (X). If f € 
C (X), and if for each A-antisymmetric subset S of X there exists g 6 A such that f\^ = 
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g\A, then f £ A. 
One important feature of Bishop's theorem is that it tells when an element of C (X) 
is in a given algebra. In particular, if A is closed, self-adjoint (i.e. h E A implies h € A) 
and separates points(i.e. if x,y € X are distinct then h(x) ^ h(y) for some h € A), then 
the only ^-antisymmetric sets are singletons. It follows that any / G C (X) satisfies the 
hypothesis of Bishop's theorem, and so A must be the whole of C (X), thereby proving the 
Stone-Weierstrass theorem. 
How do we generalize E. Bishop's Theorem to C*-algebras? Suppose that A is a unital 
C*-algebra, B is a unital norm closed (not necessarily selfadjoint) subalgebra of A and S (A) 
is the set of states on A. If we give S (A) the weak*-topology, we can identify A with a 
norm closed linear subspace of C (S (A)). Thus, for a in A and / in S (A), we can use 
the notation / (a) and a ( / ) interchangeably. More often, if E C S (A) and a 6 A, we let 
a\s denote the restriction of a to E, let a (E) denote {a ( / ) : / 6 E}, and let B\E denote 
{b\E:beB}. 
A subset E of S (A) is S-antisymmetric if, for every b in B, the restriction b\E is constant 
whenever b\E is real. Suppose X C S (A). We define the Bishop hull Bish(B,X) of the 
algebra B with respect to X by 
Bish (B, X) — {a € A : a\s € B\E for each B—antisymmetric subset E of X} 
In [34], D. Hadwin investigated the following conjectures about the Bishop hull of a norm-
closed unital subalgebra of B (H) with respect to vector-states. Let V denote the set of 
vector states on B (7i), and V~ denote the weak*-closure of V. 
C o n j e c t u r e s 
(1) B=Bish(B,V-); 
(2) If B is closed in the weak operator topology, then B =Bish (B, V). 
Although the conjectures have not been proved yet, much progress was made in [34]. 
The following theorem is one of main results in [34]. It proveides a true generalization of 
the Bishop-Stone-Weierstrass theorem on C (X). 
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Theorem 5.0.3 (Theorem 4-2.J34J) Suppose that B is a separable commutative subalgebra 
of A. Then B =Bish (B, V (A)). 
In this Part, we shall give an elementary proof of Bishop-Stone-Weierstrass theorem 
for all unital subalgebras of M.2 (C)" with respect to its pure states. We shall show that 
the pure-state Bishop hull of a unital subalgebra (not necessarily selfadjoint) of M2 (C)n is 
equal to itself. Although, this result sounds simple, it is the only new result about Bishop-





The following lemma is a simple and very useful result about unital rings. It is a key 
ingredient to our main results in Part II. Using it, we are able to find all unital subalgebras 
of M2 (C) © M2 (C) . 
Lemma 6.1.1 Suppose that 1Zi and 1Z2 are two unital rings and 1Z is a unital subring of 
1Zi®1Z2. Let iri : TZ —+ 7Zi (i G {1, 2}) be the unital homomorphism defined by TTI (ai © a2) = 
ai for i 6 {1,2}. If iti (1Z) = Hi (i € {1,2}), then the following are equivalent. 
1. 7l = Tli®K2; 
2. I®0eTl; 
3. Qx= {a G 111 : a © 0 G 11} = Hi; 
I G2 = {ben2:0®bell} = 1l2; 
5. there is no unital ring S such that there are two unital homomorphisms $ i : 1Z\—* S 
and $2 : H2 —* S satisfying 4>i o nl = $ 2 ° ^2-
Proof. (1) =4- (2). It is obvious. 
(2) = > (3) . Note that Q\ is an ideal of Hi. Since / © 0 € 11, we have I e Gi- This 
implies that Q\ = 1Z\. 
(3) = > (4). Note that Q2 is an ideal of U2. Since I®I eU and 7 € 5 i , we have I G Q2. 
Therefore G2 = K2; 
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(4) =£• (1) . Since Q2 = {b G 72-2 : 0 © b E 72} = 7Z2 and 72- is a unital subring, we have 
O e / G K and I® I ell. It follows that J ffi 0 G 72.. Therefore 72. = 7li®7l2. 
(4) ==> (5). If there is a unital ring S such that there are two unital homomorphisms 
$1 : 72-1—• S and $2 : 72-2—• «S with $1 o 7Ti = $2 ° 7<"2> then ker ($1 o ir{) = ker ($2 ° 1*2) • 
Clearly 
0 © Q2 — ker TX\ C ker (<&i o m) 
and 
£1 ffi 0 = ker 7T2 C ker ($2 ° ^2) • 
Therefore the unital ring generated by Q\ and Q2 is contained in ker ($2 ° ^2) • This shows 
72 C ker ( $ 2 ° ^2) • Since 72. = 72-i ©72-2, we have ker <1>; = 72-j, i.e., $ i = 0 for each i 6 {1,2} . 
This is a contradiction since $j (i — 1,2) is a unital homomorphism. Therefore (5) holds. 
(5) = > (1). Suppose that 72. ^  72-! ffi 72.2. Since £1 © 0 = ker TT2 ^ 72-i © 0 and 0 © Q2 = 
ker 7Ti 7^  0 ffi 7^2, we have that I = Q\ © £2 is a nontrivial ideal of 72. and 
7 2 / ( 0 © £ 2 ) = 7 r i C £ ) = f t i , 
7 2 / ( £ i © 0 ) = 7r2(72.)=722. 
So, by the isomorphism theorem for rings, we have 
•R/J = (Tz/o ffi g2) l ( i /o ffi g2) = ni/GL 
Similarly, 72./Z = 7l2/Q2. Therefore, we can define unital homomorphisms $1 : 72i —> 72./I 
and $2 : 72^ 2 —> 72./Z such that $1 o 7Ti = $2 ° ^2- • 
The following three lemmas are well-known, so we shall omit their proofs. 
L e m m a 6.1.2 (III. 1.2., [17]) Ifir is a non-degenerated representation of a finite-dimensional 
C*-algebra A = M.^ (C) ffi • • • ffiM-k„ (C) , then there are cardinal numbers a i , • • • , a^ such 
that ir is unitary equivalent to id^1 ffi id^ ffi • • • ffi idh, where idj denotes the identity 
representation of hAn, (C) . 
R e m a r k 6.1.1 If A = M.kx (C) ffi • • • © M.kn (C) , then an irreducible representation of A 
is unitary equivalent to idi for some i 6 {!,••• , n} . 
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Lemma 6.1.3 If p is a state of a C*-algebra A, the representation np obtained from p by 
means of the GNS construction is irreducible if and only if p is pure. 
L e m m a 6.1.4 (Corollary 10.2.5, [48]) Ifn:A—* B(Ti-n) is an irreducible representation 
of a C*-algebra U and x is a unit vector in H-n, then the state ux on of A is pure. 
For the sake of convenience, we want to fix a notation. Suppose that A is a C*-algebra. 
We will denote the set of all pure states on A by V (A). The following lemma is certainly 
well-known, however, for completeness we shall give a proof. 
L e m m a 6.1.5 Let A — M.i (C) be the direct sum of k copies of M.2 (C) . Then 
V (A) = {«oe...oe/©-eo -feC2, ||/|| = 1} 
where uo©...oe/©-®o *s a vector state defined by 
"oe-oe/e-eo (Ai®A2®---® Ak) 
= ((Ai ® • • • © Ak) (o © • • • © / © - • • © o), (o © • • • © / © • • • e o)) 
for any A\ © • • • © Ak € A. 
Proof. Let tp G V (.A). Then the unital representation TV^ : A —• B [l? (A, <p)) obtained 
from (p by GNS construction is irreducible by Lemma 6.1.3. Therefore nv — U* id{U for 
some i G {1, • • • , k} and a unitary operator U : L2 (A, <p) —* C 2 by Lemma 6.1.2. Since 
<p(Ai®---®Ak) = {np(Ai®---® Ak) e0, e0) = (U*AiUe0, e0) 
for a unit vector eo 6 L2 (A, <p), we have that 
<p(Ai®---®Ak) 
= (Ai ® • • • ® Ak (0 © • • • 0 © / © • • • © 0 ) , (0 © • • • 0 © / © • • • © 0)> 
where / = Ue0 G C 2 . It follows that 
V (A) c {«oe...oe/©-eo : / € C2, ||/|| = 1} . 
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On the other hand, let ni : A —• M2 (C) be a representation defined by 7T; (A\ © • • • © Ak) 
Ai. Then it is irreducible. Meanwhile, we have 
^oe-oe/e-eo (M © A2 © • • • © Ak) 
= {(Ai © • • • © Ak) (0 © • • • 0 © / © • • • © 0), (0 © • • • 0 © / © • • • © 0)) 
= {m(Al®---®Ak)f,f). 
Hence uo©...oe/e-eo € V (-4) by Lemma 6.1.4. This shows that 
P M ) = ho , . , o , / , o , . , o ) : / eC 2 , 11 /11 = 1} 
6.2 Bishop-Stone-Weierstrass Theorem for M2 (C) 
Before proving our main result in this section, we need to fix some notations for convenience. 
/ 
Notat ion 6.2.1 We denote 
U a
 b\ 
I V 0 C I 
C, and unital subalgebra < 
EM2(C):a,beC > by T> in M.2 (C) , denote 
a b 
0 a 
eM2{C):a,beC > by 
6 M 2 ( C ) : a , c G C > by !FS for some s € C 
a (a — c) s 
0 c 
Remark 6.2.1 Burnside's Theorem says that the unital subalgebra with no invariant sub-
space in Mn (C) is itself. Therefore a unital 3-dimensional subalgebras in M.2 (C) has a 
nontrival invariant subspace. Then it implies that every unital 3-dimensional subalgebra of 
Ai2 (C) is unitarily isomorphic to T. 
Lemma 6.2.1 A two-dimensional unital subalgebra B of A42 (C) is unitarily isomorphic to 
one of C, T>, and T. 
Proof. Since every matrix is unitary equivalent to an upper triangular matrix, we may 
suppose that a two-dimensional unital subalgebra B is generated by / and T — 
' a b ' 
V° c) 




. It follows that 





for some s 6 C Therefore B — Ts- This completes the proof. 
Remark 6.2.2 When B is one-dimensional unital subalgebra, then it is CI. Therefore a 
unital subalgebra of M2 (C) is unitarily isomorphic to one ofV, T , C, J- and CI. Note that 
T>, C, J- and CI are commutative unital subalgebras. Thanks to Hadwin's result (Theorem 
5.0.3), we need only consider the case B — T to prove Bishop-Stone-Weierstrass Theorem 
for M2 (C) . 
Lemma 6.2.2 Let B = T. Then B =Bish (B, V (M2 (C))) . 
Proof. By Lemma 6.1.5, 
V(M2(C)) = {vr.feC2,\\f\\ = l}. 
Define 
Efo,90 = {v(fo,e09o) • P G «* } C V (M2 (C)) 





If A\E{ g is real, then this implies that, for each j3 € R, 
\ / - \ 
/ 1 a u in 
V(fo,e^9o) ( A ) = 
/o 
\ e^90 J eVgo 
= a \f0\z + 6 e l % / 0 + c \gQ\' € R. 
It follows that 6 = 0. Therefore A\ES g is a constant. This proves that Ef0tgo is a B-
antisymmetric set. 
Given B 
B such that 
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a b \ I hi h2 






 b \ ^ /o ^ 
V c dj \ ei/S9o J 
h 
= a | /o |2 + be^gofo + ce^fogo + d \g0\2 
\ /o 
eVgo 
hi\M2 + h2e^g0h + h3\go\ 
I /» ^ 
e
i0go 
for each vt.Q eipgo) € Ef0<go. Suppose that gofo = &i + ik2 where k\,k2 € R. Then, the 
number (b — h2) e^gofo + ce~l^fogZ must be zero. It follows that 
(b — h2 + c) (fci cos /3 — A;2 sin /3) + (6 — /i2 — c) (k2 cos P — k\ sin /3) = 0 
for each / 3 e R . Hence b — h2 + c = b — h2 — c = 0. This implies that c = 0. Therefore B e 
<{? as desired. • 
Combining Theorem 5.0.3 and Lemma 6.2.2, we state our main result in this section as 
follows: 
Proposi t ion 6.2.1 Let B be a unital subalgebra of M2 (C) . Then B =Bish (B, V {M2 (C))) . 
6.3 A Bishop-Stone-Weierstrass Theorem for M2 (C)©7W2 (C). 
We devote this section to showing that the pure-state Bishop hull of a unital subalgebra of 
M.2 (C) © M.2 (C) is equal to itself. Before proving it, we need to know what the all unital 
subalgebras of M2 (C) © M2 (C) look like. 
Suppose that B is a unital subalgebra of M.2 (C) © M.2 (C) . If B is a commutative unital 
subalgebra, then the desired result follows from Theorem 5.0.3. 
Suppose 7r, : M2 (C)®M2 (C) —> M2 (C) is a homomorphism denned by 7Tj (AI © A2) = 
Ai for i e {1,2} . Then there are two types of unital subalgebras of M2 (C) ffi M2 (C) . If 
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I © 0 € B, by Lemma 6.1.1, this type of unital subalgebras of A42 (C) © M.2 (C) is of the 
form B = -K\ (B) © 7T2 (Z?). Therefore it is not hard to determine all unital subalgebras for 
this type. 
L e m m a 6.3.1 Let B be a unital subalgebra of M2 (C) © M2 (C) . If I ®0 e B, then B is 
unitarily isomorphic to one of the following unital subalgebras in M.\ (C). 
1. T©CI, T@V, T®T, T®C, TffiJFs (a e C), T®M2(C); 
2. Ts^Ft {s,teC), FS®L , FS@V, FS®CI, FS®M2{C); 
3. £ © £ , £©CJ, £ © D , C®M2(C), 
I T>®M2{C), V®V, V®CI, 
5. CI®M2(C), C/©C7; 
6. M2 (C) © M2 (C) , ; 
Proof. By Lemma 6.1.1, it follows that B = -K\ (B) © TT2 (B). We know ni (B) must be 
unitarily isomorphic to one of CI, T>, T , J-s and £ in A42 (C) since 71^  (B) (i = 1,2) is 
a unital subalgebra of M.2 (C) . It shows that B is unitarily isomorphic to one of unital 
subalgebras listed above. • 
For the second type of unital subalgebras, we have I © 0 ^ B. It follows that there is a 
unital ring S and homomorphisms $1 : -K\ (B) —• S, $2 : ""2 (B) —> S by Lemma 6.1.1 such 
that $ i (TTI (B)) = $2 (7I"2 (<S)) • We divide this situation into four cases, which are listed 
and proved as follows: 
L e m m a 6.3.2 Let B be a unital subalgebra of M2 (C)©.M 2 (C) . Ifl®0 £ B and dim 7T; (B) = 
4 for i E {1,2} , then B is unital subalgebra 
{A®VAV~l: AeM2(C)} 
for an invertable matrix V € M2 (C) . 
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Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that dim it\ (B) — 4. If J © 0 £ B, then, 
by the fact that M2 (C) is simple, we have 
dim $ i (7T2 (/?)) = dim $2 (^2 (#)) = 4. 
It follows that 7T2 (0) = A^2 (C) . Therefore $1 and $2 are injective. So $ ^ 1 o $ 2 : M2 (C) —• 
A4 2 (C) is an isomorphism. This implies that there is an invertible matrix V G M2 (C) such 
that 
B = TT2(A®B) = V&11 o $ 2 (TT2 (A © B))~l 
= W i (A © B) V~l = VAV-1 
where A® B £ B. This shows that 
£ = {A © I M ^ " 1 : A £ M 2 ( C ) } 
Lemma 6.3.3 Let B be a unital subalgebra of M2 (C) © M2 (C) . Suppose that I ®0 fi B 
and dirndl (B) = 3 or dim7r2 (B) — 3. If 
d i m $ ! (TT! (5)) = d i m $ 2 (TT2 (£)) = 2, 
f/ien B is unitarily isomorphic to one of unital subalgebras below: 




E M2 (C) © M2 (C) : a 0 ,6 0 € C > / o r s € C; 
€ -M2 (C) © M2 (C) : a0, b0, c € C 
€ M 2 (C) © M 2 (C) : ao, 60, c, d € C > . 
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Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that d i m^ i (B) = 3. Since dim $1 (TV\ (B)) 
dim $1 (TC2 (B)) = 2, we have ker $ i = 
U *\ 
G T : 6 G C V . Therefore $ ! (TTI (B)) is 
a 2-dimensional commutative algeba. If dim T2 (B) = 2, we have ir\ (B) /ke r $ i = 7T2 (5) 
and 7T2 (B) is unitarily isomorphic to one of V, Fs, and C. This implies that 6 is unitarily 
isomorphic to one of following unital subalgebras 




G A42 (C) 0 -M2 (C) : a0, 60, c € C 
0 60 
ao (ao - 6Q) s 
G M2 (C) © M2 (C) : a 0 ,6 0 G C 
0 k 







^ 0 a0 j 
For the case when 7T2 (B) = T , we have 
ker $2 = 
G M 2 (C) © M2 (C) : a0 ,6o,c 6 C 
eT-.becy 






K 0 b0 j 
© 
( A \ ao a 
v 0 b0 j 
G M2 (C) ® At 2 (C) : a0,6o, c, d G C >. 
Lemma 6.3.4 Let B be a unital subalgebra of M2 (C) ® A42 (C) . Suppose that I ®0 £ B 
and dim n\ (B) = 3 or dim 7T2 (B) = 3. /f 
d i m $ i (TTI (8)) = d i m $ 2 (TT2 (B)) = 1, 
i/ien iB is unitarily isomorphic to one of unital subalgebras below: 







^ a0 6 ^ 
V ° CJ 
^ a0 b ^ 
\ 0 a0 y 
a0 0 
0 d 
V ° c / 
a 0 b » 



















e M2 (C) e A42 (C): a0,6, c, d e c 
6 -M2 (C) 0 M2 (C) : a0, b, c, d G C } ; 
€ A42 (CJ © M2 (C) : a0, b, c, d, / 6 C > ; 
G M2 (C) © M2 (C) : a0) 6, c, d G C > ; 
G .M 2 (C)©.M 2 (C) : a ,6 , co ,d , /GC>; 
a (a — ao) s 
0 a0 
ao (ao — d) s 
0 d 
G M2 (C) © .M2 (C) : a0 ,6, c G C } for s G C; 
€ 7W2 (C) © Al 2 (C) : a 0 , 6 , c , d € C } forseC 
CQ! G M2 (C) © M2 (C) : a, 6, CQ G C > ; 
10. < 

















^ 0 co j 
co 0 
0 d 
v ° °° y 
co (co - c) d 
0 c 
€ M2 (C) © .M2 (C) : a, 6, CQ, d G C 
G M 2 ( C ) f f i M 2 ( C ) : a , & , c o , d G C 
>; 
>; 
G M2 (C) © Af2 (C) : a, 6, c0, d G C 
\ 
> ; 









€ At 2 (C) 0 M2 (C) : a, b, CQ 6 C } forde C; 
' c o ^ 
16. I 
" « b \ 
L V ° °° 1 
f d 
0 c0 
€ M2 (C) © .M2 (C) : a0, b,c,d,f eC 
e M2 (C) © M 2 (C) : a, 6, co, d, / € C 
>; 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that dim 7rj (B) — 3. Since dim 3>i (7i"i (#)) 
0 b 
dim<3>i (7T2 (/?)) = 1, this implies that ke r$ i 
\ 
/ 
Case 1. When k e r $ i = { 
€T:b,c€ 
0 c 
> or ke r$ i — 
a b 
0 0 
e T : 6, c e >. Therefore we have the following cases: 
0 6 
0 c 
€ T : b, c e C > and 7r2 (6) = C, it gives that 
7i"i (B) j ker $ i = C = ir2 {&) • Therefore B is unitarily isomorphic to a unital subalgebra 
' a0I e M2 (C) © M2 (C) : a0, b, c € C 
a0 b 
V° V 
r /0 »N 
C a s e 2. When k e r $ i = < e T -. b, c e C > and dim TT2 (B) — 2, we have 
I V 0 c / 
7T2 (S) is unitary equivalent to one of V, £,and Ts. If 7T2 (B) = V, then 
" . 0 ^ 
ker $2 = < 
or 
ker $2 = S 
r/ 









e M2 (C): a e C ) , we know -K\ (£J) /ker$ i 
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7T2 (B) / ke r $2. It follows that B is unitarily isomorphic to a unital subalgebra 
an o \ a u l 




For the case when ker $2 = 





\ 0 a0 y 




eM2{C):beC > , J!3 is unitarily isomorphic to 
€ Mi (C) © M2 (C) : a0 ,6, c, d G C > . 
v° V 
If 7T2 (B) = £ , then ker $ 2 = 
isomorphic to a unital subalgebra 
an b 1 * ao d 
0 c / I 0 an 
If 7T2 (/3) = Fs for some s G C, then 
€ Mi ( C ) : b e C > . It follows that Z3 is unitarily 
G -M2 (C) © Mi (C) : ao, 6, c, d 6 C 
/ 
ker $2 = 
or {( 






e M 2 ( C ) : a € C 
€ M2 (C) : c G C 










a0 (a0 - d)s 
0 d 
\ 
G A42 (C) © M2 (€) : a0 ,6, c, d G C 
a0 (a0 - d)s 
0 




Case 3 . When ker $1 = < 
0 b 
0 c 
I V ° C / 
G T : b, c G C > or ker $ 2 = < 





> and 7T2 (B) — T, we have ker $2 
G T : b, c G C > . For the case when 
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ker $2 = s 
to a unital 













£ M2 (C) © M2 (C) : a0, b,c,d,f eC 
For the case when ker $2 — 
to a unital subalgebra 
( f,\ 
ao 0 
V ° CJ 




€ T : b, c £ C > , we have B is unitarily isomorphic 
£ M2 (C) © M2 (C) : a, b, CQ, d, f £ C 
r/a
 b\ 
€ T : o , c € C > and 7T2 (6) = C, we have n\ (B) / ker $1 
C = 7T2 (<B). So Z? is unitarily isomorphic to a unital subalgebra 
a b 
I V 0 °° 
C a s e 5. When ker $1 = 
\ 
co/ € M2 (C) © .M2 (C) : a, b, CQ £ C > • 
a 6 
0 0 
£ T : b, c £ C V and 7T2 (#) = P , we have ker $2 — 
a 0 
0 0 
£ M2 (C) : a £ C > or ker $2 — \ 
0 0 
0 6 
€ M2 (C) : 6 € C } . For the case 
when ker $2 = \ 
" a 0 ^ 
£ .M2 (C) : a £ C 
Therefore B is unitarily isomorphic to a unital 







£ M2 (C) © M2 (C) : a, b, CQ, d £ C 
For the case when ker $2 — € M 2 (C) : b £ C > , it follows that B is unitarily 
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isomorphic to a unital subalgebra 
i(„ u\ ( a b 
{ V ° °° ) 
co 0 
€ M2 (C) © M2 (C) : a, b, CQ, d € C 
V 0 <* 
>. 
r/ 




€ T : b, c £ C > and n2 (£) = £,we have ker $2 
0 d 
0 0 
EM2(C):aeC } . It implies that TTI (#) / ker $1 S TT2 (<B) / ker * 2 - Therefore 





£ M2 (C) © M2 (C) : a, b, CQ, d g C > . 
0 co J 
a b 
C a s e 7. When ker $1 = { | I 6 T : 6, c 6 C } and 7r2 (S) = T , we have ker <$2 = 
0 0 
J f ° < 
v° V \ 








e T : 6, c e C > . For the case when 
0 6 
0 c 
6 T : 6 , c € C > , B is unitarily isomorphic to a unital subalgebra 
/
 h \ a 0 
^ 0 co j 
( co d 
\ 0 / 
(/ 
e M2 (C) © M2 (C) : a0, b,c,d,f eC >• 
a b 
0 0 
For the case when ker $ 2 = S 
to a unital subalgebra 
a 6 \ ( f d 
0 co I 0 CQ 
eT:b,ceC > , we have B is unitarily isomorphic 
eM2{C)®M2(C): a,b,co,dJ e C >• 
L e m m a 6.3.5 Lei B be a unital subalgebra of M2 (C) © A42 (C) . Suppose that I © 0 ^ B 
and dirndl (B) = 3 or dim7r2 (#) = 3. / / 
dimker $1 = dim ker $2 = 0, 
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then B is unitarily isomorphic to a unital subalgebra 
{A ffi VAV~l : A € T } 
for an invertible matrix V € Ai2 (C) . 
Proof. If dim7Ti (B) = 3, then ir\ {B)=T. By the fact that d i m k e r $ i = dimker$2 = 0, 
we have that $J" o $ 2 : T -» T is an isomorphism. Since ^ j " 1 o <j>2 c^n be extend to 
an isomorphism from M.2 (C) to .M2 (C) . It implies that there is an invertible matrix 
V e M2 (C) such that, for any A ffi B € B, 
B = x2(A®B) = V$il o $2 (?T2 (A ffi B)) V~l 
= Viri (A © B) V'1 = VAV'1 
It follows that B is unitarily isomorphic to a unital subalgebra {A © VAV'1 : A € T } . • 
R e m a r k 6.3.1 By the discussion from the above in Lemmas 6.3.1, 6.3.2, 6.3.5, 6.3.3, and 
6.3.4, it is n°t hard to see that, if dimni (B) < dim7r2 (B) = 4, then B = TT\ (B) ffi n2 (B). 
Now, we are ready to show the Bishop-Stone-Weierstrass theorem for all unital subal-
gebras of M.% (C) © M.2 (C) with respect to the set of pure states. Actually, we only need 
to consider non-commutative cases. We only need to show the desired result holds for each 
unital subalgebra appearing in Lemmas 6.3.1, 6.3.2, 6.3.5, 6.3.3, and 6.3.4. The following 
five lemmas are the corresponding results for all cases from the above. 
Lemma 6.3.6 Let B be one of unital subalgebras of Ai2 (C) ffi M2 (C) in Lemma 6.3.1, 
then B =Bish (B, V (M2 (C) 0 M2 (C))) . 
Proof. Suppose that E C.V (M2 (C)) is a it\ (5)-antisymmetric set. Let E = {t>/©o : Vf E E} . 
If A\g is real for an element A = A\ ffi A2 £ B, then A\g is a constant since E is a 
7Ti (K)-antisymmetric set and Vf$o (A) = (A\f,f). Therefore E is a B-antisymmetric set. 
Similarly, F = {uo©/ : f E F} , where F C V (M2 (C)) is a 7r2 (#)-antisymmetric set, is a B-
antisymmetric set. Given A - A\@A2 in M2 {<C)®M2 (C) with A\g € B\g and A\p € B\p, 
we have AX\E € ni (B) and A2\F 6 n2 (B). Therefore A = Ax ffi A2 G irx (B) ffi TT2 (B) = B 
as desired. • 
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Lemma 6.3.7 Let B be a unital subalgebra of M2 (C) ffi M2 (C) in Lemma 6.3.2. Then 
B =Bish (B, V (M2 (C) ffi M2 (C))) . 
Proof. Let 
Ef = ivf®o} U {voeVf} for a given / 6 C 2 with | | / | | = 1. 
Then, for any A ffi VAV~l € B, we have 
vf(B0 (A © VAV'1) = v0®vf (A © VAV'1) = {A/, / ) . 
Therefore Ef is a fi-antisymmetric. Given T ffi If € M2 (C) © A42 (C) with {T®K)\Ef € 
B\E} for every / G C with | | / | | = 1, we have an element A ffi VAV1 G B such that 
(T®K) \E/=A® VAV'x\Ef for every / € C with | | / | | = 1, i.e., 
{Tf,f) = {Af,f) = (V-1KVf,f). 
This implies that T = V~lKV, i.e., K = VTV'1. Therefore T ffi K G B as desired. • 
Lemma 6.3.8 Let B be a unital subalgebra of A42 (C) ffi A42 (C) in Lemma 6.3.5. Then 
B =Bish (B, V (M2 (C) ffi M2 (C))) . 
Proof. Let 
E(h,g) = { > , e ^ ) ® o : /3 € M } U {«o©y(Mw9) : ^ 6 i } 
for a given (/i,g) e C 2 with ||(/i,5)|| = l.Then, for each A ffi VAV'1 G # , we have 
> ,e* s )©o ( A © ^ ^ _ 1 ) = *o©v(fc,e'M ( A © VAV~l) 
= (A(h,eif,a),(h,e*g)). 
Hence E{hg\ is a ^-antisymmetric by Lemma 6.2.2. From the same argument and notation 
in the proof of Lemma 6.3.7, we have that Ef is a /S-antisymmetric set for each / G C2 
with 11/11 = 1. Suppose that T ffi K G M2 (C) ffi M2 (C) satisfies (T ffi K) \E^hg) G £|£(,,i9) 
for every (h,g) G C2 with \\(h,g)\\ = 1 and (T@K)\Ef G tflc, with | | / | | = 1. This 
implies that K — VTV'1 with the same argument as in Lemma 6.3.7. Meanwhile, for 
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every (h,g) € C 2 with ||(/i,g)|| = 1, there is an element A © VAV-1 € B such that 
(T(BK) U(h_9) =A®VAV-i\E(hgV i.e., 
( T (h, e*g) , (h, e*g) ) = (A (h, e*g) , (h, e*g) ) . 
Hence T € T by Lemma 6.2.2. It shows T © if e # as desired. • 
L e m m a 6.3.9 Let B be one of unital subalgebras of M.2 (C) © M2 (C) in Lemma 6.3.4, 
then B =Bish {B, V (M2 (C) © M2 (C))) . 
Proof. Assume that 
B = l 
a0 b 
0 c 0 / 
eM2(C)®M2(C):a0,b,c,d,feC}. 
Let 
E i = { t ,(/o,e^0)eo : (/o.flo) € C 2 u«i/i | |(/o,so)| | = 1, j9 € R } , 
^ = { % B ( / 0 , ^ S O ) : (/O.SO) e C2 toiiil ||(/o,<7o)ll = 1, /? 6 R } 
^3 - {«(e«,0)eo : * € C} u {«oe(e ,^o) ^ e R } . 
Using the argument in Lemma 6.3.6 and Lemma 6.2.2, it is easy to see that Ei and E2 are 
iS-antisymmetric sets. Since 
and 
U
 b\ < 
LV ° c ) 
«o b 





( e i e , o ) © 0 , ( e i f l , o ) © o \ 
Offi(e i /3,o),Offi (e i / 3 ,o) 
ao, 
/ 
we have E3 is a /3-antisymmetric set. Suppose that A — 
a2i a22 I \ 62i 622 
M2 (C) © .M2 (C) satisfying A | ^ € J S ^ for every i € {1,2,3} , then, by Lemma 6.3.6, we 
a n a i 2 611 612 
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have a2i = 621 = 0. Meanwhile, we have 






( e i e , o ) © 0 , (e i e ,0) ©0 
= ao 





0 c 7 
0©(e i / 3 , o ) ,Of f i ( e i / 3 , o ) 




' a0 d^ 
0 / 




^ ^ a0 612 ^ 
0 b 22 
e S 
as desired. Similar argument works for all unital subalgebras (1), (2) , (3), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10), 
(11), (13), (14), (15) and (16) which are listed in Lemma 6.3.4. 
Assume that 





<E Mi (C) © M2 (C) : a0, b,c,deC 
Let 
£4 = {«(e« 0)eo = * € C} U {«oe(o,e*) = ^ R } . 
Then £4 is a ^-antisymmetric set. Suppose A ] ^ € # 1 ^ for z € {1,2,3,4} where A = 
a n ai9 1 / 611 612 l 
. By similar argument from above, we have that 021 — 
a n 012 




i>2i = 0, a n = ^11 = 2^2 — ao f° r a complex number CLQ- Therefore A = 
\ 
ao a\2 
0 aii J 
ao h2 
. This shows that A € B as desired. Similar argument works for unital algebra 
0 ao 
(12) which is listed in Lemma 6.3.4. Now we can conclude that B =Bish (B, V (M2 (C) © M2 (C))). 
Lemma 6.3.10 Let B be one of unital subalgebras of M.2 (C) © Mi (C) in Lemma 6.3.3. 
Then B =Bish (B, V {M2 (C) © M2 (C))) . 
Proof. With above notations as in the proof of Lemma 6.3.9. Let 
^ 6 = { « ( 0 , e« )e0 ^ € C } U {«0e(0,e</>) : ^ C } . 
From the argument in Lemma 6.3.9, we know, for a given 
611 &12 
A = 
a a ai2 
^21 «22 
e -M2 (C) © M2 (C) 
621 &22 
with A\Ei € ^l^i (i £ '{1)2,3}) , we have 021 = 621—0 and a n = b\\ = ao. Similarly, we 
can get 022 = 622 = &o- Therefore 
\ 
A = eB 
1 
«o 012 j j o-o &12 
0 b0 ) \ 0 60 
as desired. The same argument works for remaining case in Lemma 6.3.3, so we will omit 
it. • 
Summarizing Lemma 6.3.6, 6.3.7, 6.3.8, 6.3.10, and 6.3.9, we will get our main result in 
this section. 
Proposi t ion 6.3.1 Let B be a unital subalgebra of M2 (C) © M2 (C). Then 
B =Bish {B, V {M2 (C) © M2 (C))) . 
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6.4 A Bishop-Stone -Weierstrass Theorem for M2 (C)n 
Throughout the remainder of this chapter, we assume that A = (M2 (C))n , B C A ia unital 
subalgebra of A and 7Tj : B —> .M2 (C) is a homomorphism denned by 7Tj (A\ ffi • • • ffi Afc) = 
Ai for i G {1, • • • , k}. Before proving our main result, we need some lemmas for under-
standing the pure-state Bishop hull of a unital subalgebra of M.2 (C)n . 
Lemma 6.4.1 Suppose that B C A is a unital subalgebra. If E C V ((71^  © • • • © 7Tfc) (A)) 
is a (iTi © • • • ffi 7Tfc) (B)-antisymmetric set where i > 2, then 
E = {v0®f : / e C 2 © • • • ffi C2 with vf G E} 
is a B-antisymmetric set where 0 G (C ) (direct sum of i — 1 copies 0/C2,) 
Proof. Suppose Ax©- • -®Ak G B. liv0ef (Ax ffi • • • ffi Ak) G R, we have u0©/ (Ax ffi • • • ffi Ak) 
must be a constant since 
voef (Ax ffi • • • ffi Afc) = vf {A{ ffi • • • ffi Afc) 
and E is a (71^  ffi • • • ffi irk) (B)-antisymmetric set. This implies that E is a ^-antisymmetric 
set. • 
Lemma 6.4.2 Suppose B is a unital subalgebra of A. IfT = Txffi- • -®Tk G Bish (B, V (A)), 
then, for each i > 2, we have 
Ti ffi • • • © Tfc G Btafc ((ffi ffi • • • ffi 7Tfc) ( 5 ) , 7> ((vi-i ffi • • • ffi irk) (A))) 
Proof. Suppose E be a (7^ ffi • • • ffi 7Tfc) (Z3)-antisymmetric set. With the notation in Lemma 
6.4.1, we know E is a 23-antisymmetric set. Therefore T\g G B\g- This gives that 
(Ti ffi • • • ffi Tfc) \E € (7T; ffi • • • ffi TTfc) (5) | F . 
Hence 
Ti © • • • ffi Tfc G B ia f c ((7T; ffi • • • ffi TTfc) ( 5 ) , P ((7Ti ffi • • • ffi TTfc) ( . 4 ) ) ) . 
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Remark 6.4.1 Suppose T E Bish(B,V (A)). An easy consequence of the previous lemma 
is that (7Tj ffi 7Tj) (T) € (ni ffi TTJ) (B) for each i, j G {1, • • • , k}. This follows because 
(TT; ffi ITJ) (B) = Bish ((wi ffi ITJ) (B), V (M2 (C) © M2 (C))) - fa © irj) {B). 
Conversely, if there is an i e {1, • • • ,k} such that (7Tj © TTJ) (T) fi (iVi © TTJ) (B), then we 
haveT (£Bish(B,V(A)). 
Lemma 6.4.3 Suppose that B is a unital subalgebra of A. If B — (TTI © • • • ffi 71"^) (B) © 
(7ri+iffi---©7rjfc)(tf), and 
Bish ((TTI ffi • • - © n) (B), V ((TTI ffi • • • ffi Tr*) (A))) = (TTI ffi • • • ffi vt) (fi), 
Bis/i ((7ri+1 ffi • - • ffi nk) (B), V {{ni+1 ffi • • • ffi nk) (A))) = (ni+1 © • • • ffi 7rfc) (B), 
thenBish(B,P(A)) = B. 
Proof. Suppose that T = Tx © • • • ffi Tk € Bis/i (23, P (-4)). Then 
Ti © • • • ffi Ti e Bis/i ((TTI ffi • • • ffi -Ki) (B), 7> ((TTI ffi • • • ffi irt-i) (A))) 
= (7T! © • - - e 7Ti_l) (JB) 
and 
T i + 1 ffi • • • ffi Tfc € Bts / l ((7Ti+i ffi • • • ffi TTfc) ( £ ) , P ((7Ti+i ffi • • • ffi TTfc) (.A))) 
= (7Ti+i ffi • • • © TTfc) (B) . 
It follows that 
T € (?Ti ffi • • • ffi ICi) (B) ffi (7Ti+l © • • • © TTfc) (£) = B. 
Therefore 
J Bis / i (B ,P(^ ) ) = B. 
• 
Since B is a linear algebra, we can get the following fact easily. 
We will divide the proof of main result into two lemmas. The lemma below corresponds 
to the case when Ai2 (C) appears as a summand of B. 
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Lemma 6.4.4 Let An = (.M2 (C))n and let B be a unital subalgebra of An such that there 
is i S {1, • • • , n} satisfying 71^  (B) = .M2 (C) . Then 
Bish(B,V{An)) = B. 
Proof. When n = 1,2, the statement is true by Proposition 6.2.1, 6.3.1. Suppose that the 
statement is true when n < k. In the case when n = k + 1, without loss of generality, we 
may assume that IT\ (B) — M.2 (C) , so we have following cases: 
Case 1. If there are i\, • • • , im G {1, • • • , n} (rn < n) such that (TT^ © • • • © ^im) (I) © 0 
is in B for the identity / in B, then B is unitarily isomorphic to the subalgebra 
(VTI © TTij © • • • © 7Tim) {B) @ (idA © (7Ti © 7TJJ © • • • © 7Tim)) (B) 
by Lemma 6.1.1. Therefore the statement is true by Lemma 6.4.3 and the induction hy-
pothesis. 
Case 2. If there is n o i i , • • • ,im € {1, • • • ,n} (m < n) such that (7r»1 © • • • © 7T;m) (J)ffiO, 
it implies that •Ki (B) — .M2 (C) for each i € {1, • • • , A; + 1} by Remark 6.3.1. Therefore 
B = {{A,VlAV1-\--- ,VkAVk-1):AeM2(C)} 
fora family {Vi,--- ,Vfc} of invertible elements in M2 (C) . If T = (Ti , - . - ,Tk+i) € Bish(B,V (A)), 
we have 
( 7 l , T 2 ) £ (TTi © 7T2) ( 5 ) , • • • , (Tl .Tfc+0 € (TTi ©7T f c + i>(B) . 
It follows that (Ti,T2) = (A, ViAVfx) for some A € JW2 (C) . Hence T\ = A and T2 = 
ViAVf1 = V^riVf1 . Similarly, 
T3 = ViAVf1, • • • ,T f c + 1 = V*AVfx. 
Therefore, T = (Ti, • • • , Tfc+1) = (A, ViAVf1, • • • , VfcAVfx) is in £ as desired. This com-
pletes the proof. • 
The following lemma corresponds to the case when there is no summand of B which is 
equal to M.% (C) . 
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Lemma 6.4.5 Let An — {-M-2 (C))n and B be a unital subalgebra of An such that iii (B) ^ 
M-2 (C) for each i £ {1, • • • , n} . Then 
Bish(B,V(An))=B. 
Proof. When n = 1,2, the statement is true by Proposition 6.2.1, 6.3.1. Suppose that 
it is true when n < k. Now, we assume that n — k + 1. If, for each i £ {1, • • • , k + 1} , 
7Tj (B) = T>, C, J-s for some s £ C or CI. Then B is a commutative subalgebra. Our 
desired result follows from Theorem 5.0.3. Therefore we may assume that there is i € 
{1,- - • , k + 1} such that 7Tj (B) = T . If there are i\, • • • ,im € {1, • • • , n } (m < n) such that 
(VTJJ © • • • © 7T;m) (/) © 0 is in i? where I is the identity in B, then, by the same argument 
in as Case 1 of Lemma 6.4.4, we know that Bish (B, V (,4fc+i)) = B. Now, we suppose that 
there is no i\, • • • ,im € {1, • • • , n} (m < n) such that (71^ © • - • ffi 7T;m) (Z)ffiO € B. Without 
loss of generality, we may assume that ir\ (B) — T. So we have following cases: 
Case 1. Assume that there are i,j 6 {1, • • • , A; + 1} such that 
(TT* © TTJ) (B) = {A® VAV~l :AeT} 
where V is an invertible matrix in M2 (C) . Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
(TTI ffi TT2) (B) = {A® VAV'1 : A e T} . 
Since, for any T G Bish (B, V (Ak+i)), we have that (7T2 © • • • © 7Tfe+1) (T) € (n2 ffi • • • © 7rfc+1) (B) 
by Lemma 6.4.2 and the induction hypothesis. It follows that we can find an element A £ B 
such that 
T - A = 
' a ^ 
\° ") > 0 ffi 0 © • • • ffi 0 £ Bish {B, V (A)). 
Therefore 
a b 
K ffi 7T2) (T - A) = I ffi0€ (7Tiffi7r2)(B) 
0 c 
= {A® VAV'1 :A£T}. 
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by Remark 6.4.1. This gives 
a b 
0 c 
— 0. Hence T — A € B as desired. 
Case 2. Assume that there is no i,j 6 {1, • • • , k + 1} such that 
(TTi © 7T,-) (B) = {A 0 WLV" 1 :AeT} 
for an invertible element V in A^2 (C). Then, for any T € JBis/i (B, V (B)), we can find an 
operator A € B such that 
T - A = 
/ . ^ 
10 e 0 © • • • © 0 e Bish {B, V (Ak+1)) 
by the same argument in Case 1. So we have following cases: 
1. For the case when a, b, c are all non-zero, we have 
I 1 v 
B = 
\0 0 
i 0 © 0 © • • • © 0 e Bish (B, V (Ak+i)) 
with v — | and /3 = | . Since, for any {ii, • • • , im} C {1, • • • , k + 1} with m < k + 1, we 
have (fl-^ © • • • © 7Tim) (£ ) G (7^ © • • • © 7T;m) (6) by Lemma 6.4.2 and the induction 







0 P j 
© A12 © 0 © • • • © 0 
10 © A-n © • • • © 0 
in B. It follows that 
Ak+i — 
1 v' 
1 v \ 
0 0 
© 0 © • • • © Ak+hk+1 
0 p k+i 
i 0 f f i - - -©0 = A i - - - A k + i e B. Meanwhile, we 
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0 1 , 













ffiOffi- • © 0 -
( l 0 
^ o pk+1 
© 0 © • • • © 0 G B. 
For the case when (3k+1 = 1, we have | ffi 0 © • • • ffi 0 € Z3. For the case when 
0 1 
Pk+1 # 1, we have 
' i o N 




©oe---eo-/3fc+1j 1 0 © 0 © - - - © 0 
0 /3' fc+i 
© 0 f f i - - - © 0 e 6 
where J is the identity in B. It follows that 
1 0 
0 0 
© 0 © • • • © 0 e B. By the same 




© 0 © ••• © 0 
always belongs to B in this case. Therefore the desired result follows from Lemma 
6.1.1, 6.4.3. 
2. If c = 0 and a, b are non-zero, then 
T-A=\ ° | © 0 © • • • © 0 e Bish (B, V (Ak+i)) 
0 0 
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© 0 0 • • • © 0 € Bish {B,V (Ak+i)) with b' = £. By a 
discussion similar to the above, we can find 
A2 = 
Ak+i 
A i 2 © 0 © •••©() 
0 © A22 © • • • © 0 
© 0 © • • • © Ak+hk+1 
in B. It follows that A\ • • • Ak+\ = 
\ 0 0 l 
7Ti (B) — T , there is an element K = K\ © Ki 
' 0 0 
Therefore 
0 1 
© 0 © • • - © 0 e B. By the fact that 




is in B. it follows that 
as well. Hence 
as desired. 
© 0 © - - - © 0 e £ 
v° °/ 
3. For the case when a = 0, b and c are non-zero, the statement is true by an argument 
similar to the argument in (2). 
4. For the case when b = 0, a and c are non-zero complex number, we have 
1 0 
0 t 
0 © • • • © 0 6 B where t is a non-zero complex number. So, by an argument similar to 
the argument in (1) , we have B =Bish (B, V (Ak+i))-
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5. If b = c = 0, then T - A 
1 0 
0 0 
1 0 \ 1 0 
© 0 0 • • • © 0 € B since 
0 O j ^ 0 0 
T e B a s desired. 
0 © • • • © 0 e Bish (B, V (Ak+i)) • So we have 
\ 
is an idempotent in A^2 (C). Therefore 
6. If a = b = 0, then B =Bish (B, V (Ak+i)) by an argument similar to the argument in 
(5). 
\ 
7. When a = c = 0, we have 
0 1 
0 0 
© 0 © • • • © 0 6 Bish (B, V (Ak+i)) • For the 
\ 
case when TVk+i (B) — C, we can find an element 
0 1 
0 0 
0 © • • • © XI € B for a 
A € C. Since 
0 1 
0 0 
0, it follows that 0 © 0 © • • • © A2/ € B. We need only to 
consider the case when A ^ 0. If A ^ 0, this implies that 0 © 0 © - - - © / € J B . Therefore 
B —Bish(B,V(Ak+i)) by Lemma 6.4.3 and the induction hypothesis. For the case 
when 7Tfc+1 (B) = V, we can find 
V 
Ai 0 
© o © • • • © I \ eB. 
0 0 / \ 0 A2 
It follows that 0 © 0 © • • • © 
(
 A? 0 \ 
G B. If \\ — \\, it is not hard to see 
V 0 A 2 / 
that the desired result is true. If \\ ^ A2,, it follows that 0 © 0 © • • • ffi 
0 0 
0 1 
and 0 ffi 0 i 
1 0 
0 0 
are both in B by a similar discussion in (1). Therefore 





V° °/ 0 hk3 
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in B. It follows that 
Cl = 0 0 0 < 
hkl hk2 {hki + hk3) 
eB. 
0 l& 
If one of /ifci and hk3 is nonzero, then the desired result follows by arguments similar 




© o © - - - © o e B. 
0 0 J 
So T 6 B. For the case when hk\ — hk3 = 0 and hk2 ^ 0, we have 
/ 
Ck 
If there is an element 
0 1 / 







© o © - - - © 




such that h'k2 ^ hk2, then we know 0 © 0 ' 
0 1 
0 © 0 © • • • © | | e B . Hence 
0 0 
0 hk2 - h'k2 
0 0 
e B. Therefore 
/ 





0 0 / / \ 0 0 
It follows that T eB. For the case when hk2 is unique, we can find 
/ in ^12 
© 0 © - - - © 0 e B. 
(o A ' 
C2 
v° V 
© • • • © 0 © 0 
V 0 h13 
O i l / /l(fc_l)l fyfc-l)2 , 
Ck-i = I © 0 © • • • © I © 0 
0 0 / I 0 h(k_1)3 
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in B sequentially. By the same argument, we may assume that 7Tj (B) — T for each 
i £ {2,- •• ,k + 1} and 
fyfc-i)i = fyfc-i)3 = • • • = /in = /ii3 = 0. 
We want to show that at least one of h\2, ^32, • • • , /i(fc-i)2 ' s n o t unique. Then, by 
above discussion about hk2, we will have © 0 © - • • © 0 is in B to complete 
the argument. So is T. Therefore the desired conclusion follows. 
Toshow that oneof/ii2,/i32, • • • ,/i(fc-i)2 is n ° t unique, we assume that all of hi2,h$2,- • • i-/i(fc-i)2 
are unique non-zero complex numbers. Then 
C,= 
0 1 \ 
0 0 




and, for any element 
H = 
in B, we have 
0 1 
0 0 








© ( ) © • • • © 0 /lfc2Cfc+l 6 5. 
0 0 
Since hk2 is unique, we must have c\ = ck+\. A similar argument works for CiH,--- , Ck-\H, 
and it follows that c\ = c2 = •-• — Cfc+i = c. Now for HC\,--- ,HCk-i, we have 








a // fc/i fc 
0 c 
: a,c,/*!,-•• ,/xfc 6 
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where h2, • • • , hk are unique non-zero complex numbers. Let 
%,50 = {U(/o,e^igo)©0©-®0 : P\ G G } U 
{U0©(/o,e^2so)®...©0 -02 € C } U • • • U 
{u0e0©-©(/o,ev*+iflo) : ^ f c+! € C } 
















/ 0 c 
!**.« G M ' 
a\M2 + J2^i019ofo + c\go\2e 
t=\ 
a | /o | 2 + M2^2e^23o/o + c|<7o|2 € R, 
a | /o |2 + Hkhkeil3^gQf0 + c | 5 o | 2 € R. 
It follows that /i2 = • • • = M/t = 0. Therefore 
« Et=2Mi a fi2h2 















<0® • • • ®0 € Bish(B,7> (A)). 
It follows that 
e ' N o / o = a | /o |2 + J2 ^ N o / o + c\g0\2 (1) 
t = i 
0 = a | /o |2 + ^2h2ei^g0f0 + c\g0\2 , (2) 
0 = a | /o |2 + HkhkeVwgofo + c\g0\2 (k) 
for a given (/o,5o) with | /o | = m/i and |<7o| = ( l — m 2 ) 5 and each /3 6 ^.Therefore 
a = c = 0 and X^=2 /•** = 1 by equation (1), as well as /x2 = • • • = fj.^ = 0 by equations 
(2), • • • , (k). This is a contradiction. Therefore one of h\2,h$2, • • • >fyfc-i)2 *s n ° t 
® 0 © • • • © 0 € <B and T e B a s well. The proof is completed. 
0 ^ 
unique. So 
0 0 / 
Since each unital sublagebra of (M2 (C)n) is unitarily isomorphic to one of unital sub-
algebras we analyze from the above, combining Lemma 6.4.4 and Lemma 6.4.5, we can 
conclude with our main result in Part II. 
T h e o r e m 6.4.1 Let B be a unital subalgebra of (Ai2 (C))n . Then 
Bish(B,V{(M2(C))n)) = B. 
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